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Dinesh D’Souza Pushes Campus To
Verdict
Consider New Ideas About America Rendered In
by DANIEL MAXWELL

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Refreshing. Conservative author Dinesh
D’Souza’s presentation this past Wednesday
was well received by the Bates Republicans
and was widely accepted among a predomi¬
nantly liberal audience. So far this year, few
school-sponsored lectures and activities have
been directed toward the appeal of Bates’ quiet
conservatives. At the same time, however, the
thought-provoking talk satisfied the liberal
portion of the audience in the jam-packed
Mayes Center. In the past, D’Souza’s lectures
have not always been received with the high
level of respectfulness that was witnessed by
the author with and his wife during their visit
to Bates. “I was glad with the turn-out,” said
D’Souza during the book signing that followed
the presentation, “and I expected a stormier
reaction.”
D’Souza’s 2002 book “What’s So Great
About America?” served as the starting point
for the talk. A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
Dartmouth College, D'Souza also noted the
unique timing of his lecture which was being
delivered at the moment that President Bush’s
48 hour ultimatum to Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein was ending. “The temperature of war
is rising,” he noted.
In his presentation, the author explained the
differences in opinion that exist in the nation
and the world that divide populations into two
groups: those who love the U.S. passionately,
and those who “just seem to hate America.”
The first chapter of his book happens to be
titled “Why They Hate Us”, and the reasons
they hate us largely stem from the idea of
“Planet America” that strikes fear into the
hearts of its foreign neighbors. D’Souza

explained that the
problem is not that
America imposes its
culture on other
nations, but rather
that other nations
selectively import
America.
According to him,
other
countries
import
different
aspects of America
such as capitalism,
or democracy, “but
not the whole pack¬
age.”
D’Souza
also
made note of the
Euro-centrism that
exists in the world.
He notes that previ¬
ously China and
Islam were the most
advanced civiliza¬
tions in historical
culture, so why then
is current world cul¬
ture Euro centric?
The
speaker’s
answer:
subjuga¬
Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student
tion. The pacifica¬
tion of foreign pow- Students eagerly gathered to hear Dinesh D’Souza speak
ers through slavery about “What’s So Great About America?” and his views on
and
colonialism the current war with Iraq.
built a powerful
said. He believes that in America “the pleasure
Europe which created the United States over
of being a superior human being” is non-exis¬
the course of time.
tent, and that “social egalitarianism limits indi¬
But what makes America great? In his lec¬
vidual power.” D’Souza elaborated on this
ture, D’Souza spoke about the “American
Dream.” “America lacks an aristocracy,” he
See D’SOUZA p. 8

Emotionally Charged Stories Draw Students
Together As Bates Takes Back The Night
”

by CAITLIN HURLEY

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
As Noelle Roop, the keynote speaker for
“Take Back the Night,” described her experi¬
ences of sexual assault and violence, the audi¬
ence of students, faculty and members of the
community grew silent. Roop, a Regis College
graduate, came to Bates on Thursday, March
20th to share her experiences as part of Bates’
first-ever “Take Back the Night.” The event
was the brainchild of Senior Kirstin McCarthy,
who did much of the organizing, with the help
of many other Bates students.
In her talk, Roop shared with audience mem¬
bers her story of repeated sexual assaults.
Roop, a lesbian, explained that it was “no acci¬
dent” that she ended up at Regis College, an
all-girls’ school. She was surprised, however,
by the lack of openly gay women on campus. It
was only after getting a job off-campus that she
met Beth, her future girlfriend. After only a
few weeks of dating, Roop explained that she
was shocked and disturbed to discover that
Beth was also dating another man. After only
a short break however, Roop and Beth were
dating again. Roop explained that she assumed
that Beth was just self-assured, when she
began ordering her what to wear and who to
hang out with, and demanding Roop tell her
where she was going to be and when. Even
when Beth called her stupid, Roop assumed

Rape Case Of
Bates Student
by CHRISTINA DOVE

NEWS EDITOR
On April 5, 2002, as Batesies were diligent¬
ly studying for finals well into the night, the
unimaginable happened. Just over a month
after the college’s first murder, the Bates cam¬
pus was once again rocked by tragedy as word
spread quickly about the rape of a freshmen
student. The rape occurred in a Pettengill Hall
bathroom as the student took a break from
studying. Pettengill was the only building
open 24 hours a day during finals week, and at
the time of the rape, it was full of students anx¬
iously cramming for final exams. Before long,
composite sketches of the attacker appeared on
the entrances to every building and an ominous
face stared back at those who read the detailed
description of the horrific event. As the search
for the rapist began, students were left asking
themselves, “How safe are we?”
Nearly a year later, perhaps we can say that
we are safer than before. Christian Averill, a
21 year old Sabattus man was tried and con¬
victed on Wednesday for the rape of the Bates
student. Thanks to DNA evidence, there was
no doubt that the rape was committed by the
accused.
The victim, now a sophomore at Bates, took
the stand at the Superior Court in Auburn on
Wednesday and carefully gave her own
account of last April’s rape. Dean of Students
Celeste Branham described the student as “a
strong and impressive survivor who remained
consistent throughout in her representation of
the facts of the attack.” The student described
how as she left a bathroom stall in the base¬
ment of Pettengill Hall, she was surprised by a
man outside of the stall who proceeded to grab
her and push her back into the stall as he held
an object against her neck and rape her. The
Sun Journal reports that “the girl told the jurors
that when the man finally stopped raping her,
she asked him to help her get dressed because
she was still afraid he would kill her and she
wanted to get a look at his face.” After the
attacker left, the student reported the incident

See VERDICT, p. 8

This Week Inside The Bates Student
D’Souza Defaced
What was the real motive behind it?
Forum, 5.

He Inspired American History X
'rank Meeink talks to students about his life
ts a skinhead and what made him change his
vays.
Vews, 6.
'Sr
'WMt ■■-***
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Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

Students gathered in a candle light vigil on the library terrace to contem¬
plate sexual violence as a part of the Take Back The Night event.
that these behaviors were normal.
Roop went on to say that when Beth
“crammed her fist into me”, after she had said
no, Roop assumed that it couldn’t have been
rape. Roop explained that she had only associ¬
ated rape with men victimizing, especially

when a previous dating experience with a man
ended in rape.
At the time, however, Roop assumed she
was just unlucky. Now she knows that 50% of
college age women who are sexually assaulted
See TAKE BACK, p. 8

The Spanish Tragedy
ilead the review of Dominick Pangallo’s
traduction of this 16th century classic.
\&E, 9.

Lick It
-ind out what Batesies were licking on
Friday night.
Question on Quad, 12.

Sports and War
Katsarikas shows how sports can be a much
needed diversion in the face of war.
Sports, 16.
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Forum
Discussion in the Classroom
Clearly, our nation is currently in the midst of a war
that will alter the way that we view the world. It will
also change the way the world views us. Such funda¬
mental shifts are already occurring. Consider the pos¬
sible resolution by the Arab League to support Iraq,
and their refusal to legitimize the war. Or, look at our
shifting relationship with Russia, an ally to the United
States for some time, who now appears to be selling
weapons of war to the Hussein regime. Things are
becoming quite complicated.
Relationships in the international scene are changing,
and they're changing in important and axiomatic
ways. While this war could be over in a short time, it
is clear that we will have to live with the ramifications
of our actions for much longer. We simply cannot pre¬
dict the long-term effects of this war. Whether or not
people in the Bates community agree or disagree with
our attacks at Umm Qasr, Nasiriya, Mosul or Baghdad,
we share two common qualities. First, individuals
cannot hope to determine themselves what changes
this war will bring to the global community. Second,
we all share a thirst to understand these effects.
And so, it is clear that we must discuss this war and
its effects whenever and wherever we can. In debating
and discussing Operation Iraqi Freedom, and doing so
from as many perspectives as possible, we can only
hope to broaden our understanding of the shifts that
this war will bring.
One excellent arena to openly and intelligently dis¬
cuss the war is within our classrooms; unfortunately,
we have not seen such discussion as of yet. This is
unfortunate, and hopefully in the coming days it will
change. Nowhere else on campus is academic dis¬
course stronger. Additionally, one can utilize the pro¬
fessor as a mediator of sorts, allowing for an open and
controlled discussion. Finally, one hopes, the class¬
room is where students feel freest to express their
opinions without reprisal, so long as the professor is
doing his or her job.
Thus, the classroom setting may be the best place for
many of us to come to grips with the conflict and its
consequences. However, in speaking to students on
campus, one finds that discussion within the class¬
room has been somewhat minimal. Those professors
that have encouraged discourse in their classes should
be commended. Those that have not should under¬
stand that students very much want to discuss this
topic; they do not simply want to absorb important
class time. Devoting class time to discussing the events
in Iraq and around the world will be time well spent.
Therefore, this is a call to professors on campus to
open their classrooms to discussion this week, and the
sooner the better. Allow all viewpoints to come out,
and see what this discourse leads to. It is of integral
importance that our students understand the gravity
of this conflict, and the best place for them to do so is
quite close to home: in our classrooms.

Tuesday, March 25, 2003

Editor’s Column

A Week To Both Pause And Act
“We have lived in important places,” The Irish poet
Patrick Kavanagh once wrote. This past week has
been a testament to that statement. These are complex
and emotional times and they would seem to warrant
complex, carefully-thought out and yes, emotional
responses. On the staff of a weekly college newspa¬
per, you move and live within the week, hoping at the
end of it to in some way order and document the
week’s events, to do justice to your time and place.
Some weeks defy order and seem to take on a life far
larger than the seven days they are allotted on a calen¬
dar. These last seven days seem one such week. I’m
struck by the way in which this past week was filled
with contradictions - the guilty verdict in the rape case
involving a strong Bates woman, the first annual
‘Take Back the Night” rally here at Bates, a civil and
intelligent exchange of ideas between mostly liberal
college students and a mostly conservative Dinesh
D’ Souza, and then, of course, the thousands of bombs
dropped over Baghdad and the millions, scores from
this campus, who have protested the war. I’m struck
by the simultaneous way in which the week provided
glimpses of hope and justice and yet reminded us that
the world is still filled with much loss and injustice.
I’m struck by the possibilities and the impossibilities
present in such a week. I’m shuck by how we cope
and how strong we are, but I’m also struck by how
weak we are and how far we still have to go.
We are in some ways all trapped by place - we can
influence most that which is most local, and the war
was made painfully local this past week, as some of
the first U.S. soldiers killed had ties to Maine. Capt.
Jay Aubin of Winslow, Maine and Cpl. Brian
Kennedy, a Texas man whose mother lives in Port
Clyde, Maine, both died in a helicopter crash in
Kuwait on Friday, March 21. Suddenly, our academ¬
ic debates about our country’s interests in Iraq are col¬
ored by the fact that two families, not too far from
here, have lost sons. Bates students have taken firm
stances on the war and no matter which side one falls
on, strong convictions moved to the realm of non-vio¬
lent action are empowering and an important exercise
of our democracy.
I am continually left with questions though, ques¬
tions of what I should be thinking about all this, ques¬
tions of what I should be doing? I am conflicted. We
are college students, some of us more well-versed in
U.S. Foreign Policy and in the Hussein regime than
others, but for the most part, we have to listen to the

‘experts.’ We read what we can about things and form
our opinions based on imperfect information filtered
through a particular, often biased, medium. Am I
wrong to want to oust Hussein, but not drop bombs
which destroy the infrastructure of the Iraqi people,
put Iraqi civilians and Allied soldiers at risk and per¬
petuate the idea that violence is a suitable way of solv¬
ing problems? Too naive maybe? Am I wrong to
think that individuals on both sides of the Iraqi issue
too often become so caught up in their own self-right¬
eousness that they miss not the larger picture, but the
smaller one, the one that involves families losing sons
and daughters, mothers and fathers? Am I wrong in
thinking that being able to watch bombs fall on televi¬
sion creates the sense that ‘this isn’t happening’ even
as it is of course really happening? Am I wrong to
want to escape it all by watching Arizona and
Gonzaga play in the NCAA tournament? Am I wrong
to think that we must avoid simple questions and even
simpler answers during these times - becoming con¬
sumed by either blind ‘patriotism’ or by what occa¬
sionally seems like a contest on this campus to see
who can be the most radically liberal does not actual¬
ly advance us very far. Don’t get me wrong though,
the vast majority of Bates students have engaged in the
type of thought and action that does justice to our col¬
lege’s rich history and the present circumstances in
which we find ourselves.
This week also involved ‘Tale Back the Night” - an
event aimed at denouncing violence and supporting
survivors of violent pasts. It seems more important
than ever, not less, to fulfill our responsibilities to
stand up for justice and peace in our individual lives
and our local communities. To begin to change the
world is to begin to change oneself, it seems to me.
Seamus Heaney, writing about a Ceasefire agree¬
ment in Northern Ireland, has summoned fourth
Vaclav Havel’s definition of hope. Heaney writes in
Cessation 1994, “Hope according to Havel, is differ¬
ent from optimism. It is a state of the soul rather than
a response to the evidence. It is not the expectation
that things will turn out successfully but the conviction
that something is worth working for, however it turns
out.”
May we creatively use our education, our morals,
our place in the world and our spheres of influence,
however small we may think them to be, to move us
in the direction of this verb called hope.

~Jason A. Hirschhom
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Letters

Defacement of D’Souza
Posters Is Hate Speech,
Unacceptable
To the Editor:
When advertisements for Dinesh D’Souza
were anonymously defaced with the deroga¬
tory comment “Token,” I didn’t expect to
hear any voice of defense for what seemed
such a blatantly vile act. Incomprehensible
to myself, however, over the past week I
have heard students attempt to defend these
disgusting acts. I never imagined that at
Bates College I would see a man derided
because of his skin color. Make no mistake
about it, this hostile action against Mr.
D’Souza was a result of his status as an
Indian immigrant. One could argue that the
hateful label of “Token” was a result of Mr.
D’Souza being a “token” conservative, but
being a conservative at Bates “only” gets
you labeled a fascist, not “Token.” No, the
assault upon Mr. D’Souza’s worthiness as a
human being was a result of him being of
Indian descent.
No matter what the State Hate Crimes law
says, or whether you believe in the merits of
such Hate Crimes Laws, that’s Hate Speech
by my definition.
An attack on Mr.
D’Souza’s worthiness as a human being is
exactly what the label of “Token” is. This
label is saying that Mr. D’Souza is not a
strong enough individual to qualify as his
own person; he is simply a puppet of some
greater force. I think it is accurate to inter¬
pret the assailant’s comment as: “Mr.
D’Souza is not worthy of the privileges of a
human being because he is a conservative of
Indian decent.”

An attack on Mr.
D’Souza’s worthiness as
a human being is exactly
what the label of “Token”
is. This label is saying
that Mr. D’Souza is not
a strong enough individ¬
ual to qualify as his own
person; he is simply a
puppet of some greater
force.... Dehumanizing
an individual is never
acceptable and especial¬
ly not so when based
upon the victim’s race.
Somewhere around 3rd grade the majority
of our community developed a greater
respect for human life and individual digni¬
ty than you seem to have, Sir or Madam.
Such hateful actions are unacceptable in our
society and I hope that our community will
unite in making that message clear to this
enraged assailant. I humbly ask those of
you who know this individual to let him or
her know that dehumanizing an individual is
never acceptable and especially not so when
based upon the victim’s race. To borrow a
phrase from the mission statement of my
more ‘liberal’ friends at SEED: “we ask for
no unifying belief except in the worth and
dignity of all human beings.”
- David Bear
Editor-In-Chief
The John Galt Press

Conrad Article Based On
Faulty Assumptions
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to “The P.R. of
Brainwashing” by Ryan Conrad in last
week’s Student. Mr. Conrad raises many
interesting and compelling arguments about
H.R. 3598, a bill which would essentially,
reinstate the military draft. What Mr.
Conrad overlooked in his argument was that
the bill was proposed by elected members
of Congress who were in fact opposed to
the War in Iraq. Representative Charles
Rangel (D-NY) proposed the bill as a tool
of the anti-war effort. Rangel voted against
granting Bush the authority to invade Iraq.
He noted in a New York Times Column that

[Rangel] believes “that if
those calling for war
knew that their children
were likely to be required
to serve...there would be
more caution and a
greater willingness to
work with the interna¬
tional community in deal¬
ing with Iraq.” The fact
that Mr. Conrad ignored
this fact in his article
somewhat undermines
some of his arguments....
the Congress that voted overwhelmingly to
allow the use of force in Iraq includes only
one member who has a child in the enlisted
ranks of the military.” He believes “that if
those calling for war knew that their chil¬
dren were likely to be required to
serve...there would be more caution and a
greater willingness to work with the inter¬
national community in dealing with Iraq.”
The fact that Mr. Conrad ignored this fact in
his article somewhat undermines some of
his arguments - simply, the motivation
behind the bill was not, as he believes, “a
public relations campaign designed to make
the U.S. war and the war machine some¬
thing logical, inevitable and normal, instead
of an outrageous abomination that must be
stopped.” Rather, it was an attempt to put a
stick in the spoke of the wheel that is the
war machine by personalizing the danger of
war to more Americans as a way of increas¬
ing opposition to war. Debate on the merits
and ethics of doing that, of putting the lives
of our nation’s military age population (of
which we are a part here at Bates) at risk in
the interest of an ideological cause would
have been a more thought provoking article.
- Jason Hirschhorn ‘03

Calling Out the Teach-In
To the Editor:
I don’t think the “Teach-In” asked the
hard questions or even searched for answers
as Jason Hirschhorn suggests in your last
issue. The three speakers were careful to
avoid asking whether the war can be
opposed and the troops supported at the
same time. Beam comes the closest but,
unfortunately, the Vietnam War, his frame of
reference, left us a nation divided on the
question .of whether the troops can be sup¬
ported and the war opposed all at the same
time, a convenient benefit as the hawks cut
their losses there. They failed to ask
whether the invasion of Iraq is one of the
battles in the war on terrorism? If so, is it a
smart strategy? Who is the general in the

war on terrorism and can it be won as one
battalion (the U.S.A., Britain, and Australia)
forges ahead as the remainder of the troops
(the rest of the world) plead for a new strat¬
egy to fight a new kind of war? The hard
questions are being asked by Rachel Corrie,
who teaches from the grave, Senator Byrd,
who weeps from the floor of the Senate as
his colleagues refuse to debate the issues,
and by Mary Oliver, who teaches with so
many other women, that domination and
violence are no longer viable options as con¬
flict resolution mechanisms.
It is truly fascinating that the Bates
Student can report, in the same issue, that
hard questions are being asked by the facul¬
ty about war and that survivors of violent
relationships should take back the night.
Mishael Caspi purports to speak for the peo¬
ple of Iraq, who are, according to him, "...
waiting for someone to give them incentive
to get rid of Saddam Hussein.” Surely,
Mishael, they were not waiting for the
Shock and Terror they are getting any more
than Rachel Corrie was waiting to be run
over by the bulldozer or Noelle Roop wait¬
ing to be raped. They have been waiting, as
was Rachel and now Noelle, for reason to
prevail. You would think a college “TeachIn” would want to make that point.

others. If this person so vehemently disagreed
with Mr. D’Souza’s rhetoric, then why didn’t
the student put some action behind his/her con¬
victions and question Mr. D’Souza on his con¬
troversial ideas that evening?

If this person so vehe¬
mently disagreed with
Mr. D’Souza’s rhetoric,
then why didn’t the stu¬
dent... question Mr.
D’Souza on his controver¬
sial ideas that evening?
I want to thank all the students, faculty,
administrators, and members of the communi¬
ty who attended Mr. D’Souza’s lecture on
Wednesday, March 19th. The fact that Mr.
D’Souza was treated with much civility and
respect that evening renews my faith that Bates
is an open-minded community, willing to lis¬
ten to all ideas, even controversial ones.
Furthermore, Dean Tannenbaum’s point
deserves much commendation when he writes,
“people should feel free to disagree with each
other, but these disagreements should be civil,
and educational - and should not be hurtful.”
“If you disagree with Dinesh D’Souza feel free
to say so”, writes Dean Tannenbaum “but
please also be willing to listen to why others
agree with his beliefs.” Mr. D’Souza remarked
to me after the event that the audience seemed
tame that evening, expecting more of an
uproarious crowd that he’s often accustomed
to. I thought differently about the audience’s
reaction that evening; the audience appeared to
me to be well behaved and respectful of the
myriad of opinions that makes Bates so spe¬
cial.
Harvard Professor Ruth Wisse once wrote,
“the ideal of the university is based on mutual
respect of all ideas and persons, and true liber¬
als are the ones with the courage to uphold that
ideal.” Professor Wisse is using the word “lib¬
eral” here not in the modem sense of the word,
but in the context of the “liberal arts educa¬
tion” that I hold dear at Bates. If we as a com¬
munity can work more towards that ideal with¬
out being antagonistic, then Bates truly is the
special place that I had always hoped for.

-James Tierney
Center for Government Functionality
7 Drummond St.
Auburn, Maine

Thanks to Tannenbaum,
A Call For Ideological
Openness
To the Editor:
I applaud Dean Keith Tannenbaum for his
message he sent out to the Bates community on
March 19th titled “Tolerance” addressing the
disrespect and vandalism shown towards the
Dinesh D’Souza posters hung up throughout
Chase Hall and the rest of the campus.
It
deeply upsets me that someone would take the
time to write “token” repeatedly on Mr.
D’Souza’s forehead on the posters. Each one
of those posters costs $.80 to print and I am
embarrassed that a member of our community
would damage the hard work of myself and

- Oli Wolf ‘06

BATH RATES
Lick It/Gala weekend

Everyone looked great at the
Gala. However, regardless of
whether or not it qualifies as
clothing, people just should not
wear Saran Wrap. Period.

Bates students
arrested during
protest

Cardboard for anti-war sign: $2.
Markers for slogan: $3. Getting
arrested for obstructing the traf¬
fic of people who just want to
get home from work: priceless.

Great American Meat
Out

In the words of one senior*: “The
most important thing I learned was
how much I like meat. I keep
thinking: this food is good, but it
would taste way better with meat.”

MTV

I

▼

Arguably the stupidist thing
about our country. Even the
Food Network and PAX TV are
cooler.

* Max Bergmann
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Opening Lines of Communication

Cherishing Our Time

A Response to the Call for Discourse

The Best Four Years of Our Lives?

by BERNARD MARX*
OPINION COLUMNIST
This is a response to the anonymous edi¬
tor’s “Call For True Discourse” printed in
last week’s Bates Student, and also Keith
Tannenbaum’s announce e-mail calling for
“Tolerance” sent on Wednesday March
19th.. I write this piece anonymously in the
tradition of the editors of The Bates Student
who anonymously challenged me to
respond.
Both the article and email deal with the
Dinesh D’Souza posters, which I took the
liberty of enhancing with the word “token”
across the forehead of Dinesh D’Souza.
There are several issues at play here that I
would like to address. One is the denounce¬
ment of what I consider to be legitimate
street art, as “blind emotional reaction” in
the words of the Bates Student. The other is
the legitimization of Dinesh D’Souza and
people like him by Keith Tannenbaum’s
email, the editorial staff, and others who
call him “ideological diversity”.

People such as Dinesh
D’Souza and his follow¬
ers, who tell us to ignore
these problems and to
keep consuming, are the
root of the problem....
D’Souza sidestepped
questions with lame
jokes and rationalized
the deaths of millions in
the third world as “the
lesser evil”...
Addressing the latter issue first, I would
like to say I was fortunate enough to miss
Keith Tannenbaum’s and The Bates
Student’s calls for “tolerance”, “true dis¬
course”, and “ideological diversity” when I
was making my way to the counter-WOC
protests. I say this because I do not really
see a large distinction between the WOC
and their supporters, and D’Souza and his
supporters and/or collaborators. If anything
perhaps D’Souza is worse because the WOC
are universally condemned thugs who are
merely an ignorant product of the system
D’Souza and his followers propagate and
profit from.
It is very easy to condemn the WOC
because they make us, the affluent ruling
class, very uncomfortable. It is difficult to
come to grips with the fact that societal ills
such as the WOC, the war, the destruction of
the environment, racism, sexual violence,
poverty, and even 9-11, have direct correla¬

by TARA DEVITO

tions to the lifestyles we lead and propagate
throughout the world. It is much easier to
condemn each individual ugly problem and
not address the systemic issues.

ASSISTANT EDITOR
I
can recall
my
high
school
graduation/going away party where I had
conversations with wiser, older friends and
family members who offered me very simi¬
lar words of advice that went something like
this... “Tara, enjoy these four years...
they’re going to be the best years of your
life.” I listened to my cousins discuss their
college days of beer drinking, attending
crazy sporting events, more beer drinking,
cute guys and some more beer drinking.
After some time spent at Bates, I came to
the realization that these four years might
not be the best ones of my life. It was
always freezing, classes were tough, I
missed my dog and I lived in a forced triple
in a trash-can smelling basement next to the
janitor’s office. My daily wake-up call
occurred at approximately 5:45am as I
heard the arriving voices of the janitors
which traveled through the walls and con¬
sisted of just about every curse word one
could think of.

This is why I decided to
write “token” over his
[D’Souza’s] forehead. As
a young minority immi¬
grant, he has the ability
to exploit his back¬
ground and serve as the
mouthpiece for the estab¬
lishment without the
repercussions others
would have.
People such as Dinesh D’Souza and his
followers, who tell us to ignore these prob¬
lems and to keep consuming, are the root of
the problem - not the WOC. While D’Souza
sidestepped questions with lame jokes and
rationalized the deaths of millions in the
third world as “the lesser evil”, I felt as
though I was watching a holocaust revision¬
ist talk to a room full of desperately nation¬
alistic Germans; spinning the facts in ways
which we know are wrong, yet we want to
accept it because it soothes our guilty con¬
sciousness’. This is dangerous.
This is why I decided to write “token”
over his forehead. As a young minority
immigrant, he has the ability to exploit his
background and serve as the mouthpiece for
the establishment without the repercussions
others would have. He is a token in that he
expects us to believe that since he figuratively “won the lottery” and escaped the
aftermath of colonialism in the third world,
we should hold the practices of the West in
high regard. He is different than merely a
minority voicing a conservative opinion, he
is co-opting his image to the establishment;
this is where tokenization occurs. He
exploits his skin color and background to
safely say such offensive and simplistic
things like “African Americans should be
thankful for slavery, look how bad Africa
is.”
I reject accepting Dinesh D’Souza on the
grounds of “ideological diversity”, just as I
would reject accepting the WOC on the
grounds of “ideological diversity”, just as I
would reject accepting an astronomy speak¬
er who argued that the earth is flat on the
grounds of “ideological diversity”. I refuse

See D’Souza, page 5
*

Editor’s Note: Not the author’s real name

Write For Forum...
Let Your Voice Be Heard!
Email rfallon@bates.edu with your
ideas, thoughts, opinions and visions.
All views, intelligently articulated,
are welcome and encouraged.
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After some time, I
decided to make the best
of my college experience
by focusing more on the
good things and less on
the crappy ones. I tried
to keep myself busy
which helped to distract
me from feeling home¬
sick and enabled me to
discover the things that
made me happiest.
Basically, 1 let all the little bothersome
things add up and eventually, they brought
me down. Various people tried to comfort
me by explaining that freshman year is
never an easy one and that sophomore year
is the year that it all comes together, that
sophomore year is the year that you really
establish your niche. The year you meet all
the great people, settle on your major, begin
to decide on your future, etc. I thought: I’ll
believe it when I see it.
Now don’t get me wrong. Last year I met
some of the most amazing people I’ve ever
known and remain best friends with them to
this day. But freshman year was definitely
an adjusting year for me and personally,
quite a tough one. After some time, I decid¬
ed to make the best of my college experi¬
ence by focusing more on the good things
and less on the crappy ones. I tried to keep
myself busy which helped to distract me
from feeling homesick and enabled me to
discover the things that made me happiest.
Things aside from spending endless hours in
the library.
Now, as a sophomore approaching 2nd
semester finals, I can say that I am not in the
same place I was one year ago. I don’t
know when it was exactly that I hit the turn¬
ing point. The point where my stresses
became more manageable and less over¬
whelming and my mission to achieve happi¬
ness became effortless and natural. But it
did. Last year I went away practically every
weekend. This year, I have not been home
since Christmas.
That’s almost four
months! I definitely still miss home at
times, but the difference is that if I were to
leave Bates, I would miss my other home,
my other family.
A few weeks ago, I was having lunch with

my friends and we realized that the semester
is just about over. That pretty soon we will
all be packing up and heading home for the
summer. I realized that I will never live in
Hacker House, with the same amazing
group of pong-playing, shower-singing,
Nintendo-playing, stop-by to say hi people
that I live with now, ever again. That in a
matter of months, we will be juniors- true
upper-classmen.
Junior year is the time for studying
abroad. Some of my closest friends will be
away for the entire year and others for the
first semester, while I will be away for the
second. Also, since most students take a
short term unit their freshman and senior
year, many of us will not be here this spring.
This means that I will not see people who I
have spent everyday with, for the past two
years, for an entire year.
I have witnessed, in several of my friends
who have gone abroad, that being on your
own in another country can definitely
change a person. I suppose that when you
are tossed into a new environment and are
faced with new people and experiences, it is
inevitable that these changes will affect you
in a major way. You learn a lot about your-

See Four Years, page 5

Digitz...
39
Number of confirmed coali¬
tion deaths thus far in
Operation Iraqi Freedom.

1.1 million
Number of copies sold by
Russian lesbian pop duo Tatu
in their debut album.

5-10
Pounds of rotting, undigested
meat present in the colon of
any given meat-eating person
at any given time.

67
Percent of Americans who
support President Bush’s job
performance, according to a
recent NBC poll. This figure
is up five points from a simi¬
lar poll that was conducted
on March 17th.

114
Years of age of the oldest
known human being, Yukichi
Chuganji of Tokyo. Chuganji
was bom in 1889, and was a
silkworm breeder. Believe it
or not, he’s retired.
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With The Best intentions

The Best Four
Years?

Defacing of D’Souza Posters Must Be Condemned

Four Years, from page 4

by ROB FALLON
FORUM EDITOR
As we are all aware, conservative analyst
Dinesh D’Souza spoke on our campus last
Wednesday. That entire hour in the Mays
Center was one of the more tense hours in
recent memory. When D’Souza spoke at
Colby College two years ago, students
waved American flags with swastikas on
them, and shouted at D’Souza, calling him a
fascist and generally doing everything they
could to prevent him from talking.
I have always thought Bates students
were above this type of behavior. I hoped
against hope that when D’Souza spoke here
students would challenge themselves, lis¬
tening to D’Souza’s _
viewpoints and cri¬
tiquing them in a
rational manner. In
this sense I was
expecting an atmos¬
phere of scholarly
debate, with members
of the audience acting
respectfully
while
D’Souza addressed
them, and posing him
intelligent questions
when the time was
right.
However,
keeping the Colby
debacle in mind, I
was not too hopeful.
In this sense, I was a
little tense as I lis¬
47
tened to D’Souza
speak.
As it turns out, my _!--hopes were more or
less realized. It was
clear that most students did not agree with
D’Souza. It was equally clear that everyone
at the event, however, were there to learn. I
even heard some students discussing how
they “needed to think things through” after
his speech. According to D’Souza, this is
his goal. He wanted to express an ideologi¬
cal standpoint that tends to be ignored on
college campuses. In this respect, the event
was successful.
I have chosen to give emphasis to the
event itself, rather to the entire atmosphere
surrounding the event, because I am some¬
what taken aback by the behavior of a stu¬
dent, or group of students. While I do
believe the speech itself was remarkably
interesting and successful, I believe that the
actions of a few have illustrated just how
far we have to go in creating an atmosphere
of learning on this campus.
In the week preceding the event, a large
number of promotional posters were
defaced, with the work “token” written on
them. Presumably, and perhaps I assume
too much, the deface-er felt that D’Souza
was a “token” immigrant, mouthing an ide¬
ology by which he was very likely being
manipulated. Thus, D’Souza’s immigrant
status was the motivation for the deface¬
ment, more so than his political ideology.
In my view, this borders on a hate crime.
A piece of property was defaced, and the
motivation for this act was the ethnicity of
the individual depicted on the property.
Additionally, the defacement of the proper¬
ty was not “meaningless,” meaning it was
not ripped or scribbled on. The defacement
was, instead, characterized by a meaningful
and derogatory statement based on ethnici¬
ty. This behavior, regardless of intent and
regardless of criminality, is appalling to me.
Even if time shows that this event was
motivated by some political message, and
even if we decide as a community that this
is not a hate crime, I still have a major prob¬
lem with this defacement, because it chills
the academic debate on this campus.
How comfortable do we feel to express

D’Souza, from page 4

our views, when a poster that was quite
expensive to make (both monetarily and
timewise) is defaced? Those with minority
views on this campus would answer that
they are quite uncomfortable. Be you liber¬
al, conservative, or whatever, you cannot
tell me that the defacement of your proper¬
ty, which was a result of great effort, will
have a positive effect on your participation
in an academic community.
I truly hope that the person/s who com¬
mitted this crime do not feel that they have
moral immunity for their actions. While a
simple action, mangling the efforts and hard
work of another student is grossly irrespon¬
sible and should not be accepted in a liberal
arts institution. It should not be accepted
under any circum¬
stances. It is not a
way to express an
opinion. It is an act of
superiority, it is bully¬
ing at its basest.
Sometimes the worst
things are done with
the best intentions,
and I think the deface¬
ment of the D’Souza
posters is one of these
situations.
What is most
disturbing about this
shameful behavior is
that I fear the perpe¬
trator/s believe that
their actions against

If I am to assume correct¬
ly, those who would
deface a conservative
poster are the same people
who would argue that
this defacement is neces¬
sary because the conser¬
vatism of the speaker
makes people uncomfort¬
able. Unfortunately ...
with the best intentions,
they commit the very
sin
47
they decry.

The Problem Is
D’Souza

the o souza posters
are justified, based on
his ideology. I fear
that the person/s who
carried this act out do
not believe their
actions to be reprehensible. This is untrue.
If I am to assume correctly, those who
would deface a conservative poster are the
same people who would argue that this
defacement is necessary because the conser¬
vatism of the speaker makes people uncom¬
fortable. Unfortunately, they fail to realize
that their very actions made another group
of people uncomfortable, even suspicious of
their fellow classmates; with the best inten¬
tions, they commit the very sin they decry.

self; who you are and who you want to
become. Does this mean that when we are
all joined together again, our senior yearour final year, we will be different people?
As with all things, the best answer to this
question is; only time will tell. But, I am a
little concerned that we don’t have that
much time left. I’m only a sophomore and
I am already feeling the eventual distress of
having to part from my friends and from
Bates. Sure there will be times during the
next couple of years where I will think I’m
ready to get the hell out, when I’m sick of
class and all the stress associated with it
that builds up to the point that I cry during
Hallmark commercials, but the truth is that
there is no denying the fact that I am going
to miss this place.
I guess my motivation for writing this is
embedded in my concern that some of my
peers are currently in a similar position that
I was in not too long ago. I honestly believe
that those who have yet to find their place
will soon do so. The thing that amazes me
about our school is the incredible diversity,
maybe not ethnic, but the diversity of self.
No one of my friends is the same as the
other and they each bring something special
and amazing to my life. If you allow your¬
self to branch out, you will learn so much
about other people, their individual experi¬
ences and even yourself.
Seniors, I hope that you have lived your
Bates years to their fullest potential and I
wish you all the best in your future endeav¬
ors. Juniors, good luck with thesis next
year- ha! Sophomores going abroad, be
safe, have fun and keep in touch with your
friends! Sophomores going abroad, be safe,
have fun and keep in touch with your
friends! Sophomores stuck in Maine for the
winter, I’m so sorry.. Freshman, you’re no
longer dorks, it’s a great feeling isn’t it?
And for all of those who will be here for
short-term, live it up!
I am well aware that I am not one to be
providing words of wisdom considering
that I still have a lifetime worth of things to
learn, people to meet, experiences to have
and memories to be made ahead of me, but
since this my last opportunity to write this
year, I felt the urge to express these words.

to legitimize ignorance, racism and fascism
simply because it appears in a suit and car¬
ries an Ivy League diploma. In fact, this is
probably its most dangerous form.
As long as we continue legitimate back¬
ward thinking, at best progression and
learning will only be slower or never occur,
at worst we could face a future that is truly
frightening. I am not advocating censor¬
ship, only the refusal to legitimize those
who ignore or deny certain basic premises
(just as we did for the WOC, albeit for the
different reasons mentioned above),
whether it is the heliocentric model of the
universe, the structural realities of racism
and poverty of our society, or the millions
of the third world who have been murdered
for U.S. corporate interest. I believe there is
sound conservative thought, but it is not the
willful ignorance and rhetorical trickery of
Dinesh D’Souza.
Concerning the writing of “token” on the
face of Dinesh D’Souza, I would first like
to make it clear that I differentiate myself
from those who merely ripped down the
posters, especially the large one which cost
“over a hundred dollars” (according to
Keith Tannenbaum), as I think that particu¬
lar poster would have made a great medium.
Those who ripped down the posters may
have been falling prey to what The Student
calls “blind emotion,” which I sympathize
with, but I do not want to be categorized
with. It is one thing to rip down or perhaps
draw x’s or scribble over the face of Dinesh
D’Souza, it is another to produce a message
and meaning that is open to interpretation,
through some precise strokes of the pen.
In my opinion, this enhanced Dinesh
D’Souza poster is discourse. I merely cre¬
atively highlighted the reality of the situa¬
tion, and opened it for discussion and
thought for anyone capable of comprehend¬
ing the message and thinking independent¬
ly. In the end, I refuse to be impressed by
pricey suits, elite college diplomas, or book
sales. I encourage everyone to look past
these superficialities and give D’Souza the
respect he truly deserves. Peace.

Editor’s Note: Due to confusion, the edi¬
torial staff would like to note that all staff
editorials are not anonymous. All staff
editorials are the views of the entire stu¬
dent staff. Please see our masthead for
names of staff members.
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Prominent AntiRacist Speaker
Former Skinhead Talks About How He Changed His Life and Social Justice
Activist To Speak
At Bates

“Take Life For What It’s Worth”
by JENNIFER LEE
STAFF WRITER

Former skinhead Frank Meeink, whose life is
loosely portrayed through the movie
“American History X,” gave a speech about his
life to a packed lecture hall last Wednesday,
March 19. “There are two things I hope you get
out of my lecture: What goes around, comes
around, and take life for what it’s worth,” said
Meeink. Meeink’s extraordinary life certainly
leaves one with a hope for the future and a taste
of what it feels like to struggle against poverty
and abuse and to rise above the seemingly
impossible challenge of overcoming hate for
humanity’s differences.
Bom in South Philadelphia and raised by a
single mother, Meeink grew up in a “hardcore
Irish Catholic neighborhood” also filled with
Blacks, Cambodians and Italians. From the
beginning. Meeink emphasized the skinhead
value of “us and them,” recognizing and dis¬
tancing himself from racially different people
while creating ties, bonding, and celebrating
traits that seem to exist solely in one’s own
racial group. In his neighborhood, an unspoken
code of law prevented these different racial
groups from interacting.
At the age of twelve, Meeink returned home
attending and innercity summer camp to find
his mother brought one of her boyfriends.
Because his mother had invited men into their
home in the past, Meeink never thought much
about this boyfriend until he started beating
Meeink on an irregular basis and telling Meeink
that his mother wished he would leave the
house. Although Meeink’s mother knew the
source of her son's pain, it always hurt Meeink
to know that his mother consistently took her
boyfriend’s side instead of her own son’s.
Bluntly told by his mother that she did not

want him at home any¬
more, Meeink moved to
his father’s home located
in West Philadelphia.
Here, he experienced
unpleasant encounters
with Black people and
neighbors, and after wit¬
nessing four Black
teenagers beating a white
teenager in a bathroom,
Meeink ran away from
school
and
never
returned.
During the summer,
Meeink visited his cousin
in Lancaster where he
was first introduced to
skinhead culture and
rhetoric. Swastika flags
and pictures of Hitler
draped the walls of his
cousin’s room. Although
Meeink failed to com¬
pletely understand skin¬
head rhetoric, he agreed
to join skinhead society
due to his admiration for
his older cousin. With his
consent, Meeink’s new
skinhead friends initiated
him by shaving his
Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student
head and giving him a
new pair of Doc Martins. Former skinhead Frank Meeink, whose life is loosely
Meeink and his skin¬ based on the movie American History X, spoke to stu¬
head friends bonded by dents about his life as a skinhead and how he was even¬
rallying together to tually able to change his lifestyle.
attack different types of
skinhead groups including SHARP (Skin Heads
Meeink furthered his education by learning
Against Racial Prejudice). He also started see¬
about National Socialism and neo-Nazism.
ing the connections between skinhead rhetoric
and his unpleasant past encounters with Blacks.
See SKINHEAD p. 8

RA Cuts Many Club Budgets As
They Allocate Money For Next Year
by TIM AYERS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
At this week’s RA meeting, the agenda
included several co-sponsorship bills and the
Budget Committee’s allocation to each club for
next year. The co-sponsorships included money
for an outdoor music festival during short term,
a WRBC sponsored music festival, and the
speaker Tim Wise. These and the other co-spon¬
sorships passed unanimously.
The Treasurer, Carrie Garber, presented the
amount of money that each club was allocated,
which included both cuts from each club’s ini¬
tial budget and money added through the griev¬
ance process. When clubs submitted budget
proposals several weeks ago, they were ana¬
lyzed by the Budget Committee, who typically
cut 20-60 percent of each clubs submitted budg¬
et. Garber explained the reasons for the cuts,
which included over spending for events and
penalties for actions like showing up late to a
budget meeting. Economic restraints required
further cuts as the Budget Committee had about
$315,000 to give out, but more than $580,000
dollars were requested by clubs.
There was little debate over the budget until
Chase Hall Committee (CHC) representative
Andrew Byrnes proposed an amendment to
deduct $14,000 from other clubs to supplement
the CHC’s budget. He told the RA that the
Budget Committee had cut 58 percent of CHC’s
proposed budget, which would make it hard for

Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

First year Oli Wolf was elected by the Representative Assembly on Monday
night as one of the two student members on the Director of Affirmative
Action Search Committee. The other student elected was Jamil Zraikat ‘05.
them to effectively serve the student body.
Garber explained that the cuts were made
because the CHC had not reported their budget
deficit prior to submitting a budget, which auto¬
matically penalized the club. The CHC attrib¬
uted much of their budget deficit to poor ticket
sales for the Gin Blossoms concert in the fall,

but this did not affect the RA’s rules about
reporting budget problems. Several of the clubs
the CHC wanted to take money from objected to
the amendment and argued that they had
received the money through careful budgeting,

See RA p. 8

by JASON HIRSCHHORN
DEPUTY EDITOR

Timothy J. Wise, a leader in the anti-racist
community, a prominent social justice activist
and commentator who has been called, “the
foremost white ant-racist intellectual in the
nation,” will speak at Bates on Friday, March
28 at 4:15 p.m. in the Edmund Muskie
Archives. The public is invited to attend his
lecture, entitled “Beyond Tolerance: Race and
Power in an Age of Backlash,” free of charge.
One of the focuses of his talk will be on the
role that race plays in the war with Iraq and in
the anti-war movement.
Wise serves as Senior Advisor to the Fisk
University Race Relations Institute in
Nashville, Tennessee and is also the Director of
the newly-formed Association for White AntiRacist Education (AWARE) in Nashville,
Tennessee. Whether speaking at Harvard or
appearing as a guest commentator on the
Donahue Show, Wise’s has educated audiences
about the nature and causes of institutional
racism and how it can be dismantled. His writ¬
ings and speeches focus on the need to combat
racism, gender bias, and the growing gap
between rich and poor in the U.S. Wise has
been called a “leftist extremist” by David
Duke, “deceptively Aryan-looking” by a mem¬
ber of the Ku Klux Klan, and “the Uncle Tom
of the white race,” by right-wing author,
Dinesh D’ Souza, who spoke at Bates last
week.
He is the author of Great White Hoax:
Responding to David Duke and the Politics of
White Nationalism, and Little White Lies: The
Truth About Affirmative Action and Reverse
Discrimination, (from Loyola University in
New Orleans). He has also contributed essays
to ten books including, White Privilege:
Essential Readings on the Other Side of
Racism; When Race Becomes Real: Black and
White Writers Confront Their Personal
Histories; and Should America Pay? Slavery
and the Raging Debate Over Reparations. A
forthcoming book by Wise is entitled Speaking
Treason Fluently: Anti-Racist Reflections
From an Angry-White Male.
In the early 1990s Wise served as Associate
Director of the Louisiana Coalition Against
Racism and Nazism, the group credited by
many with the political defeat of neo-Nazi,
David Duke. His anti-racism efforts have been
termed “revolutionary” by NYU professor and
award-winning author, Robin D.G. Kelly, and
he has been hailed as “a thorn in the side of
white supremacists” by Dr. Ray Winbush of
Morgan State University.
He received the
2001 British Diversity Award for best feature
essay on race and diversity issues, and he is
also a recipient of the National Youth
Advocacy Coalition’s Social Justice Impact
Award, in recognition of his contribution to the
struggle for equality.
Wise has squared off on radio, TV and in
personal debates with noted conservatives
including Dinesh D’Souza, Nathan Glazer, and
Ward Connerly, and has appeared on CNN,
MSNBC Live and the Donahue Show, among
others. He graduated from Tulane University,
where his anti-apartheid work received interna¬
tional attention and the personal thanks of
Nelson Mandela and Archbishop Desmond
Tutu.
His lecture is sponsored by the
Affirmative Action Office and Co-Sponsored
by the Multicultural Center, the Dean of
Student’s Office, the Chaplain’s Office, the
Psychology
Club,
the
Representative
Assembly and the African-American and
American Cultural Studies Departments.
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New York Times Reporter Talks About Life Campus watches, waits,
As A Polish Immigrant In The United States reacts as war news arrives
by CAITLIN HURLEY
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
On Monday, March 24th, students, faculty
and members of the community gathered in
Muskie Archives to hear New York Times
reporter, Joseph Berger, speak about his life
and his memoir, “Displaced Persons:
Growing Up American After the Holocaust”.
In his opening remarks, Berger explained
that Dean Carignan asked him to speak
about his experiences as an immigrant
because of the recent tensions with Somali
immigrants in Lewiston. Berger said, “I
know something about being an immigrant,
because I am one.” Berger went on to
describe an immigrant’s experience as one
of the “most traumatic and tumultuous expe¬
riences” possible, short only of death and
illness.
Berger and his parents and little brother
came to the U.S. when he was just five years
old, with hundreds of other Jewish survivors
of the Holocaust. His parents began working
in factories as soon as they arrived in New
York City, leaving Berger to learn English at
school and teach his parents. Berger
recounted an experience he had in elemen¬
tary school when the teacher cast him as the
lead, George Washington, in the school play.
His mother, not knowing who George
Washington was, did the best she could to

Peace prevailed on the Bates campus the
construct a costume for him, but his teacher
week it ended in Iraq, but a close look revealed
was still surprised with the GI outfit-he
reactions that covered the spectrum — from
showed up in.
student and faculty participation in a commu¬
Berger’s family came to the U.S. with
nity war protest to remarks at Bates in support
approximately 140,000 other Holocaust sur¬
of the U.S.-led attack by national policy ana¬
vivors. Most were about twenty years old,
lyst Dinesh D’Souza.
with a limited education, because the years
According to one estimate, Bates people
they would have spent at school were taken
constituted two-thirds of the roughly 140 par¬
away from them. Like Berger’s parents,
ticipants in Thursday’s antiwar demonstration
most spent three, four or even seven years at
at the Longley Bridge, connecting downtown
Displaced Persons (DP) Camps, waiting for
Auburn and Lewiston. This latest in a series of
visas to the US, Australia and Palestine. For
community protests at the bridge was also the
the most part, the refugees wanted only a most contentious. Passing drivers shouted
working class life in the US; they had no
insults at the group and 17 demonstrators were
high ambitions. While waiting at the DP
arrested for failing to disperse and obstructing
Camps, refugees were often highly produc¬
a public way. Eight Bates students were among
tive, creating schools, synagogues and
those arrested. (The Lewiston Sun Journal has
newspapers. They began building new lives
more about the protest.)
for themselves, by finding friends to replace
Five Bates students were also arrested
their lost families. Berger said that he heard
Wednesday, along with 16 other protesters dur¬
the phrase “Hitler married us” many times
ing an anti-war rally in Portland. All of the
during his childhood to explain how two
arrested students in both cities had been
people from such different backgrounds
released by Thursday night.
could explain their marriage.
Also Thursday evening, the Bates Chapel
Berger said that a lot had been written
was open as a place of emotional and spiritual
about Holocaust survivors and their experi¬
refuge, with music, candlelight, readings and
ence during WWII, but that their adjustment
periods of silence among the comforts. The
to a new life has not been thoroughly docu¬
session extended a daylong welcome to those
mented. Berger said that adjusting to a new
concerned, angered or seeking support on the
life required the characteristics of “determi¬ | first day of war.
nation, optimism, courage” and that many
A different kind of gathering took place dur¬
stories have gone untold.
ing the day Thursday at Bates’ Frye Street
Union, which was opened as a place for reflec¬
tion, thought, discussion and action. (“All
j opinions are encouraged and will be respect| ed,” an e-mail announcement promised.)
Students gathered throughout the day to watch
war coverage on television and prepare for the
evening protest walk.
The bridge demonstration was the latest in a
I six-month series of Bates student and faculty
) responses to an Iraq invasion. Those events
; have included teach-ins (one as recently as
March 17), the Feb. 10 Representative
Assembly resolution condemning a pre-emp¬
tive attack, and a March 5 youth demonstration
in Lewiston’s Kennedy Park that included
College Since 1873
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about 100 students and faculty.
In addition, such Bates faculty members as
James Richter, associate professor of political
science, and psychology Professor Richard
Wagner have offered expert commentary on
issues around the war to news media including
Maine Public Radio and The Associated Press.
A renowned conservative commentator sup¬
ported the Bush administration’s actions
toward Iraq during a visit to Bates this week.
Dinesh D’Souza, a Hoover Institute Fellow,
domestic policy analyst in the Reagan White
House and author of What’s So Great About
America, advanced the case for war
Wednesday evening, literally minutes before
the war’s official start. Before an SRO audi¬
ence at the Mays Center, D’Souza suggested
that intervention in another country’s internal
affairs is justified if it brings about a greater
good for the people of that country and the
world as a whole.
In addition, “9/11 does show the logic of
pre-emption,” D’Souza said. “If we had known
three months in advance of 9/11, wouldn’t we
have done something?”
In essence, the theme common to both sides
of the debate on both sides was action. Inside
the Frye Street Union on the war’s first day, the
students making signs for the evening rally
included Gene Stewart ‘05, of Harrington,
Maine, who had been jailed in Portland.
One of the protestors who had blocked a
Portland intersection by lying in the street,
some cocooned in body bags, he was released
on bail the evening of the arrest. The demon¬
stration had targeted the office of U.S. Sen.
Olympia Snowe, which was locked and staffed
by security guards during the protest. Stewart
had no regrets.
“It was totally worth it,” he said. “I was
where I wanted to be just before war was
declared.”
“In a democracy we all bear responsibility
for the war,” Stewart added. Considering the
sacrifices others wilfimake because of the war,
he said, spending four hours in jail is “the least
I could do.”
-Doug Hubley, Office of College Relations

...is now accepting applications for
editorial board positions for the
2002-2003 school year.
Vacancies include Sports Editor, Arts & Entertainment Editor,
Forum Editor, News Editor, Copy Editor, Assistant Editor and
Web Editor. Responsibilities vary with position but include a min¬
imum of 10-20 hours per week and all positions are paid.
Editors are responsible for developing and assigning stories, check¬
ing facts and language and supervising layout and design of their
section.
*

Applicants should possess strong leadership skills, a love of jour¬
nalism and a willingness to take on a wide spectrum of tasks.
Candidates with at least one year of college journalism experience
are preferred.
Interested candidates should send a letter highlighting their interest
and experience to:
The Bates Student
Box 309 Bates College
Lewiston, ME 04240
or email: dweliver@bates.edu
Application deadline: Sunday, March 30, 2003

Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

Students protested the decision to begin war with Iraq on Thursday, above, a
peaceful protest on the Longley Bridge between Lewiston and Auburn
becomes chaotic as protesters blocked traffic across the bridge. The night
ended with seventeen arrests, including many Bates students.
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Former Skinhead Who Inspired
Dinesh D’Souza Lecture Highly
Attended Despite Defacement Of “American History X” Speaks at Bates
Campus Advertisements
SKINHEAD, from p. 6

D’SOUZA, from p. 1

point saying “by and large, if you meet a rich
man in Europe, he came from a rich family.
We, however, are the architects of our own des¬
tiny. We write the script of our own lives. This
is hugely controversial in the Islamic world. It
is radical and subversive to Muslims. The
power of the American ideal poses a threat to
Islam as a trail to human happiness.”
Much of this debate between the United
States and Middle East has grown due to the
fact that Islam is based on virtue rather than
liberty, explained the author. “Freedom is the
essential pre-requisite to virtue. This is what
Muslims miss.” Obedience, conformity, fami¬
ly and religious values hold higher priority in
the Arab world than the personal freedoms that
make America unique, according to the speak¬
er. “Freedom is the subordinate goal, virtue is
the final goal.”
D’Souza’s statements analyzing Arab cul¬
ture led him into a discussion of the criticism
that America has received from the world,
especially from the Middle East. The primary
criticism being that “American foreign policy
is mercenary and driven by corporation,” par¬
ticularly oil. He continued to explain that
“Israel doesn’t have oil, and they’re our
friend.” To say that America would go to war
over oil is “totally invalid, and misses the prin¬
cipal of our foreign policy,” said D’Souza.
Rather, the United States operates under the
‘Doctrine of the Lesser Evil’. “It is legitimate
to ally with the bad guy to get rid of the really
bad guy,” he stated.
The U.S. did just this during World War II.
To ally with Joseph Stalin is unthinkable unless
the alliance is made in order to destroy a worse
evil, such as Adolf Hitler, to paraphrase
D’Souza.
In observing this doctrine, U.S. leaders
weigh the risks of military action versus con¬
tinued efforts of diplomacy. “Will we leave
[Iraq] better when we finish?” D’Souza asked.
“Innocent Iraqis will die in war. Well, innocent
Iraqis are dying now.” Japan, Germany, and
Kuwait were cited as examples where the
United States successfully liberated foreign
nations oppressed by unruly leaders, and
included Hussein as one of these leaders.
“Diplomacy has been given opportunity. They
simply won’t give war a chance,” said
D’Souza, whose remarks were followed by a
chorus of laughter from the audience.
“Saddam has little legitimacy as a leader. He
came to power by force, rules by force, and

will be removed by force.”
The difficulty in supporting or opposing the
United States going to war lies in the compli¬
cated nature of making accurate predictions.
D’Souza briefly spoke of America’s intentions
in going to war; those goals include leaving
Iraq a better-off nation with a new leader, less
threatening to Iraq’s own people as well as
America’s. If the U.S. follows through in suc¬
cessfully accomplishing its goals, "this argu¬
ment will be over.”
After lecturing for approximately 30 minutes, D’Souza took questions from the audience. Stemming off of political science professor Douglas Hodgkin’s introduction of the
speaker which made mention of defaced
D’Souza posters and a decline in open-mindedness and diversity, former RA President
Graham Veysey asked how Bates could bring
more conservatism to a liberal campus in a
healthy, non-aggressive way.
D’Souza
responded that “conservatives are considered
rebels on liberal campuses [and that] bringing
conservatism to campus is an educational
opportunity,” one that starts with the help of
faculty and administrators. But he noted that
this “only happens if the school takes advan¬
tage.”
D’Souza’s lecture this past Wednesday was
brought by the Bates Republicans with the sup¬
port of a dozen other clubs, offices, and departments as co-sponsors. The lecture’s planning
has lasted months on the part of the
Republicans, led largely by the efforts of Vice
President Oliver Wolf (‘06). “The fact that
there was so much acceptance and respect [for
D’Souza] confirms that Bates actually is will¬
ing to respect the different opinions that exist
here,” said Wolf. “There’s a degree of apathy
toward conservatism at American colleges,
which is unfortunate,” he continued, respond¬
ing to Professor Hodgkin’s remarks concerning
the lack of open-mindedness and diversity.
Fortunately though, D’Souza’s actual stay at
Bates was “respectful and polite,” noted the
speaker. “We want to uphold open-minded¬
ness,” added Wolf.
At the same time, D’Souza took a moment to
explain his goal in coming to Bates during the
book-signing, “I hope this triggers more
healthy conversation here.” During his lecture,
the author quoted Mohammed Ali on coming
to America, “Thank God my granddaddy got
on that boat.”
Said D’Souza in his undying patriotism, “We
can love America because it gives us a chance
to pursue-that’s the free life.”

Take Back The Night Organizes
March Around Neighborhood
TAKE BACK from p. 1

or subjected to violence are victimized repeat¬
edly. She added that same-sex sexual and
domestic violence are frequently overlooked or
ignored. Incidents are not usually reported, she
explained, because “we have enough prob¬
lems”, and it would just be giving critics
ammunition. Ignoring these problems, Roop
said, will not drive them away; she added that
sexual violence is the third highest health risk
for gay men, following sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs) and drugs.
The problem of violence, Roop said, is a
cyclical one. The problem only continues if
nothing is done about it. Roop explained that if
a friend has been victimized, the most impor¬
tant thing you can do is let them talk, to let
them open up, and validate their feelings of
violation. Regis College, Roop explained, did
not have a lot of services to offer rape victims,
but Roop said that Bates students were lucky
because there are a lot of resources available.
She suggested health services, counseling cen¬
ters, and legal action for rape victims, specifi¬

cally the Abused Women’s Advocacy Project
(AWAP) and the Sexual Assault Crisis Center
(SACC), both of which provide services to the
Bates community and the community at-large.
Roop concluded by saying that “the most
important thing to do is listen and speak,
because the true crime is letting it go unno¬
ticed.”
Following the talk, McCarthy led a march,
which traveled down College St., turning onto
Vale Street, and up Nichols Street, until
marchers were back on campus. They then
continued down towards Chase Hall, walking
around the track, and concluding the march on
the Library Terrace. During the candlelight
vigil, students, faculty and others shared
poems, excerpts, advice and appreciation for
the ‘Take Back the Night” event. McCarthy
later said “I think that the most successful
piece of the evening was the speak out.
Students, community members and deans
spoke out about how sexual and domestic vio¬
lence has touched their lives. The emotionally
charged stories and contemplations were
deeply moving.”
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Skinhead preachers justified hate against Jews
by giving Biblical explanations for their “evil”
origins. Meeink eventually returned to South
Philadelphia and became the leader of a promi¬
nent skinhead group.
Meeink occasionally reflected on his vio¬
lent actions and expressed amazement during
his talk at how far his anger would take him.
“There was one guy who wanted to show how
badly he wanted to be in our group by killing
people. One night, the guy stabbed a taxi driver
and left him somewhere, taking him for dead,”
said Meeink. “The next day, we found out on
the news the taxi driver somehow survived, and
we were infuriated. I personally hated this
stranger so much, that as I watched the TV, I
really wanted to go and kill this guy.”
Meeink eventually gained public popularity
among skinheads because he “shut down” a
woman’s argument in a show on race hosted by
Ted Koppel. He also started recruiting local
high school students by acting like a mentor - as
soon as they seemed to admire him, he “fed
them the politics.” His name gained further
notoriety through newspapers and he managed
to gain approval for a show through a cable
access channel. Through these forms of media,
Meeink successfully gathered a large group of
supporters.
One Christmas Eve, at the age of 17, he
assaulted and kidnapped a Black man and was
eventually sentenced to prison for five years. It
was here that Meeink developed deep friend¬
ships with minorities. As his sentence came to a

Attacker Could
Receive 40
Years For Rape

close, he decided to accept racial minorities
because he “realized everyone has the same
feelings and experiences the same things.
They’re not different from what I think and do.”
However, he still detested Jews. Meeink
explains this viewpoint stayed with him
because he “hated something [he] didn’t under¬
stand.”
His shift away from this hateful attitude
occurred when a Jewish man named Keith hired
him to work in a warehouse despite the swasti¬
ka tattoo on his neck and the “Skinhead” tattoo
on his knuckles. Keith and Meeink developed a
strong friendship which altered his perspective
on Jews, and showed him a reason to respect
them. He eventually became anti-skinhead
when one of his skinhead friends attacked him
after a funeral for no apparent reason. For
Meeink, the Oklahoma City bombing was the
last straw.
Now, Meeink works in a hockey program he
developed for inner-city kids in a neighborhood
rife with Puerto Rican, Black and White rivalry.
Through his hockey programs, he tries to break
down barriers and encourages the kids he inter¬
acts with to talk about current events and issues
amongst each other.
Meeink almost did not come to Lewiston due
to Bates’ low funds, but after hearing about
recent events with the World Church of the
Creator, Meeink generously reduced his price
so he could speak to the community. Many stu¬
dents seemed in awe of his life testimony and
admired him for his tribulations and ultimate
victory over racism.

RA Allocates
Money For
Next Year
RA from p. 6

VERDICT from p. 1

to a security guard and was then taken to
Central Maine Medical Center where DNA
evidence was collected.
This evidence proved to be the most con¬
demning for the attacker. The DNA evidence
was later matched by a technician at the Maine
State Crime Lab to a DNA sample belonging to
Averill from a previous sexual assault convic¬
tion as a juvenile and “a state forensic DNA
analyst testified Wednesday that the probabili¬
ty of the semen found on the victim’s clothing
belonging to anyone but Averill was one in
11.1 trillion,” reports the Sun Journal.
Averill originally pled guilty to the attack,
but after a plea bargain of 12 years of jail time
and ten years of probation was rejected by
Justice Thomas E. Delahanty II, Averill was
given the choice to change his plea to not
guilty and go to trial, or maintain a guilty plea
and allow Delahanty to impose what he felt to
be a just sentence. Averill chose to go to trial,
and after only 20 minutes of deliberation, he
was found guilty of the April 2002 rape.
Sentencing will take place at a later date and
the crime could carry up to 40 years in jail.
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as well as through the grievance process, which
the CHC did not utilize. Byrnes’ amendment
called for cutting anywhere from $1000 to
$4000 dollars from ten clubs, which included
Amandla, the Bates Democrats, WRBC, and
Outfront. When asked about the impact on the
Bates campus due to the lower budget, Byrnes
explained that with only 75 percent of this
year’s budget, next year the committee will only
be able to provide 75 percent of the events it
typically sponsors.
After much debate, the amendment to
increase the CHC’s budget did not pass, at
which point the assembly passed the budget as a
whole. Some of the largest budgets allotted for
next year include: the Ballroom Society with
$12,918; CHC, who ended up with $55,367;
The Democrats, who received almost $17,000;
the Outing Club with $16,253; and WRBC, who
was allotted over $41,000.
The RA also elected two members to an
adhoc student-faculty committee in charge of
finding a new director of affirmative action for
the college. Three candidates were nominated
for positions on the committee, and after each
discussed their stance on affirmative action and
some clubs they are involved in, the RA elected
sophomore Jamil Zraikat and freshman Oliver
Wolf to the committee.
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Arts & Entertainment
Choir, Orchestra’s
Performance of
Mozart’s Requiem
Well Timed During
Period of War
by JACK LEVY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Photo by Becky Greenberg

Swinging at Gala, one of the biggest, most elegant, most expensive events on campus. You better have had fun!
Check out page 11 for more pictures.

Senior Thesis Production of “The Spanish Tragedy”
Incorporates Interesting Choices of Costumes, Actors
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The Bates College Choir and Orchestra per¬
formed Mozart’s Requiem in the Olin
Concert Hall this past weekend. The per¬
formance took place on Friday night and
Saturday night, to a packed house. The
choir was led by the solo quartet of sopho¬
more Cricket Alioto, soprano, junior Carrie
Curtis, alto, senior Jack Sallay, tenor, and
sophomore Ben Peck, bass. These four
soloists and the entire choir and orchestra
put on an excellent concert, doing justice to
the masterpiece that they performed. While
all the performers were superb, Alioto shone
through as the highlight of the night.
The Requiem itself has an interesting his¬
tory (historical information was found on
www.kustav.com/thoughts/mozart_requiem.
html), which was originally performed on
December 14, 1793 in the church at WeinerNeustadt, Austria. While Mozart did com¬
pose this piece of music, it was not com¬
pletely finished during his lifetime; in fact it
was completed by other composers accord¬
ing to Mozart’s “sketches” of the end of the
piece. While the details of the story
explaining the reason why Mozart wrote the
Requiem are somewhat debated, the truth is
that it was commissioned by a man named
Count Walsegg, for his wife who had recent¬
ly passed away. In an ironic twist of fate,
Mozart acquired a terminal illness while
writing the Requiem and began “to believe
that he was writing the Requiem for him¬
self.” Another motivation that could have
prompted Mozart to write the Requiem was
that he had lost both his parents, four chil¬
dren and some friends by the time he was
working on the Requiem.
Thus, the
Requiem could also have been written for
those relatives and friends who were no
longer in his life.
This past weekend, the Requiem was per¬
formed under somewhat happier circum¬
stances, outside of its original setting. Thus,
the Requiem took on new meaning, while
also looking back to its original intended
meaning. The Requiem, like any great piece
of art, takes on new meaning while its sur¬
roundings and the world around it change.
The music does not change, but interpreta¬
tions of it do. In these difficult times in
which we live, the Requiem takes on a new
and different as it is a mass of mourning not
only for Count Walsegg’s wife and Mozart
himself, but it is also a remembrance for
those who have lost their lives more recent¬
ly. By attending the performance of the
Requiem, we are mourning for lost loved
ones and friends, but also for those who
have died in war, abroad or at home.
In this way, Mozart’s Requiem was an
extremely well suited piece for the Choir
and Orchestra to perform. Hopefully by
next year’s concert, there will not be a need
for the Requiem and we all will be able to
enjoy another great masterpiece of music,
and rejoice in more joyful times. In any
event, the Choir and Orchestra are up to the
challenge, no matter what the circum¬
stances.
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This Wednesday, Watch Vampire Hunter D: Bloodlust
7pm in Carnegie 204
Sponsored by Anime Appreciation Society

Boston University

SUMMER TERM

The Arts and
Entertainment Section is
Looking For an Editor
for Next Year
Contact ldavis or dweliver

Experience a Boston Summer!
Call us at 617-353-5124 or visit
the Summer Term website at:

^vi.bu.ec/!r/sumine\
Boston University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution and employer.
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The Gala: A Night of Remembrance

Editor’s Movie Pick of the Week:
Chong Qing Sen Lin / Chungking Express (1994)
A Kar-Wai Wong film
With Brigitte Lin, Tony Leung Chiu Wai, Faye Wong and Takeshi Kaneshiro
TNCREDIBIY SEXY!"

"INTOXICATING AND IRRESISTIBLE!"

The Plot:
The film is divided into two parts, each one following a Chinese police officer who forms a highly sentimental love affair in
strange places with strange women.
The Lowdown:
Quentin Tarantino loves this movie so much it makes him cry. Though the film seems disconnected and distanced from plot,
the joumies that the characters follow are amazingly beautiful and highly stylized. Plus you get to hear the Cranberry’s
“Dream Person” in Chinese.
Quotations (From IMDB.com):
Tagline:“If my memory of her has an expiration date, let it be 10,000 years...”

Cop 663: [to a bar of soap] You've lost a lot of weight - you need more self-confidence!

®f)£ pates i§>tubent

Question on the Quad
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Lick It-Lick What?

“Jon Riley”

“US”

“I don’t know, but did
we spit it out after
gala?”

“My neck, my back...”

Danielle Matteau ‘03
Carole Caldarone ‘03

Adrienne Levin ‘05
Chris Cary ‘05
Margaret Haskell ‘05

Sarahbelle Marsh ‘05
Kim Bouris ‘05

Julie Yeterian ‘06
Meghan Cochrane ‘06
Anne Tieman ‘06

Photographs by Becky Greenberg, Reported by Sarah Paruolo

Paid Advertisement

FLAGSHIP CINEMA
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS 10
LEWISTON
Promenade Mall
Lisbon Street

777-5010

www. flagshipcinemas. com
Consider Summer Study
at TUFTS University.
Three Sessions
May 21-June 27
July 1-August 8
May 21-August 8

http://ase.tufts.edu/summer

Featuring Stadium Seating & Digital Sound
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SWIMMING & DIVING

Kara Seaton

Erik Baker

Vanessa Williamson

Sophomore

Freshman

Sophomore

Seaton earned All-America honors with
a sixth-place finish in the 1-meter dive
and an eighth-place finish in the 3meter dive.

Baker was named All-NESCAC in the
1-meter and 3-meter dive.

Williamson earned All-American status
in the 100m butterfly with a time of
57.34, a fifth-place finish and a new
Bates record. She also received AllAmerica honors in the 200m butterfly,
finishing second and setting a school
and NESCAC record in 2:03.26

Williams Mens Basketball Team Wins Div. Ill National Title with a
67-65 Win over Gustavus Adolphus
Williams College (31-1) led for only 18
seconds of the second half, but it was
enough for a national title as the Ephs ral¬
lied for a 67-65 win over Gustavus
Adolphus (26-7).
Tim Folan’s pair of free throws with
two seconds remaining provided the Ephs
with the game-winning points. Folan, a
senior forward, sealed the victory by
intercepting the Golden Gusties’ long
inbounds pass.
"I was not nervous at all," said Folan.
"I've been there before and sometimes I've
cost this team by missing the shots."
"To be nervous, he'd have to have a con¬
science," said head coach Dave Paulsen.
Gustavus Adolphus led 63-55 with 3:16
remaining when Williams began their
decisive comeback. Folan scored four
consecutive points to pull the Ephs within
63-60.
Benjamin Coffin, the tournament’s Most
Outstanding Player, shaved the margin to
a pair with a free throw at the 1:28 mark.
Williams took their first lead of the sec¬
ond half at 64-63 when Folan drained a 3pointer with 0:48 remaining.
The Gusties reclaimed the lead at 0:32
on Derek Nelson’s inside bucket.
Williams held for a final shot when Coffin
was fouled with four seconds left. Coffin
made the first free throw and missed the
second shot to set up Folan’s heroics.
"The ball came off long," said Folan. "I
just went after it and I saw a couple of
their guys coming after me. They fouled
me and we got a lucky break."

Gustavus Adolphus’ Tim Brown led all
scorers in the game with 19 points and
was called for the late foul.
"I didn't even know it was called on me,
to be honest," said Brown. "It is kind of a
tough situation. With that little time left
and the score tied, you would like to see
(the officials) let us play a little bit, but
unfortunately, it went the other way."
Doug Espenson added 13 points and 10
rebounds for the Gusties.
Folan’s 15 points topped the Ephs’ scor¬
ing column. Coffin chipped in with 11
points and a team-high 8 rebounds.
The Ephs, winners of 17 straight con¬
tests, were guilty of only four turnovers.
Gustavus Adolphus
committed
17
turnovers.
Williams point guard Michael Crotty
dished out 12 assists, while only commit¬
ting a pair of turnovers. Crotty, an all¬
tournament selection, was responsible for
22 assists in the two Williams victories in
Salem.
Both teams were making their first
championship
game
appearances.
Williams’ 31 victories establishes a school
record.
"We probably led for eight seconds the
entire weekend," said Paulsen. "We shot
37% and we let them shoot 55%. We are
the national champs? You figure it out."
The all-tournament squad consisted of
Crotty, Coffin, Espensen, Bryan Nelson
(Wooster), and Jeff Monroe (HampdenSydney).

Come see what Lewiston can be!
114 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, ME 04240
207-784-5444 Phone / 207-784-9944 Fax
Coffee / Food / Music — 10 % off with student ID

MARCH
Tue. 25
Tue. 25
Wed. 26
Thu. 27
Fri. 28
Sat. 29
Sat. 29
Sat. 29
Sat. 29-30
Sun. 30
Sun. 30

W Lacrosse
M Lacrosse
Softball
W Lacrosse
Baseball
Baseball
M Lacrosse
W Outdoor Track
M Tennis
W Lacrosse
Softball

at Southern Maine
PLYMOUTH STATE
UNE (DH)
at Babson
at Tufts
at Tufts (DH)
at Springfield
at Northeastern
at Rochester Invitational
at Amherst
BRANDEIS (DH)

3 p.m.
7 p.m.
3 p.m.
6 p.m.
3 p.m.
12 p.m.
1 p.m.
TBA
9 a.m.
12 p.m.
12 p.m.

APRIL
Tue. 1
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 2

Baseball
Baseball
W Lacrosse
M Lacrosse

MAINE-FARMINGTON
at Husson
at Colby
COLBY

Bobcat of the Week

The Bates College men’s lacrosse
team got five goals from sopho¬
more attacker Peter Friedman
(Putney, Yt.) to power them past
Gordon College 13-8 Tuesday
afternoon. Three of Friedman’s
goals came when Bates had the
man advantage.
Friedman also recorded two
goals in Bates’ 7-6 lost to Wesleyan
on Saturday. In the last four games,
the sophomore attacker has tallied
nine goals.

3 p.m.
3 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.

SPORTS TRIVIA
Lewiston, Maine will forev¬
er be remembered as the
place where Mohammed Ali
threw his infamous phantom
punch, knocking out Sonny
Liston in a matter of seconds
on May 25, 1965.
One thing hardly remem¬
bered about the fight, howev¬
er, is that almost didn’t hap¬
pen, even though everything
was ready to go days before
the scheduled event.
For $25, (cold, hard cash),
tell us why? And why did it
fight still go on? Be specific.

WRITE SPORTS
email: maaane @ bates. edu
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Chicken Crispitos: One Lineman’s Dream
by MIKE LOPEZ
OVERSEAS CORRESPONDENT
While abroad in England I have learned
many a life lesson that my mother, Nancy
Lopez, could have never taught me.
Admittedly, I love my mom more than
Eminem hates his, but there are some English
standards that she would never have been able
to prepare me for.
And with her recent swim across the pond
to visit me, I recall some such examples of
‘proper English’ one must follow in the UK.
For example:
-Don’t fall into a pile of glass. This rule is
particularly important when the glass is sitting
in pizza that you could be eating.
-Don’t go out every night to the clubs, it is
far too expensive. Six nights a week will most
certainly do.
-Don’t waste your money on alcohol and
food. Just get wasted.
-Don’t expect ketchup to be free. In fact,
don’t expect anything to be free.
-Don’t go out of your way to be friendly to
anyone. In fact, refuse to be friendly, even to
friends.
-Don’t call English football ‘dumb.’ This
rule is of particular importance when you are
watching the game live at a stadium.
My mother knew none of this, her only
statement about England being, “Wow!
Buckingham Palace must have a lot of bath¬
rooms to clean!”
Nonetheless, Nancy was quite aware of one
crucial thing: how much I would miss home.
And by home, of course, she clearly meant
Chicken Crispitos. Can you blame her?
Anyone who has ever read my column in
the past understands one thing - Chicken
Crispitos are life; the rest is just details.
When I was in Lewiston during the fall, I
changed my day, my week, and even my trips

to the Rand Hall facilities around opportuni¬ field. Like dating a Bates football player, you
ties to get my hands on Commons’ finest feast. never know what you are gonna get when you
Wednesday was no longer referred to as hump order a plate full of Crispitos. But one thing is
day, rather, Crispito Day! I even had thoughts for sure, you’ll never walk away disappointed.
of proposing Crispito Day! to join the likes of
You see, I, like all the really cool Batesies
Christmas and Mother’s Day as national holi¬ rolling around on the streets of Lewiston in
days. My mom, of course, said no.
protest of war, have a theory. Mine, of course,
I would even go as far as saying that if I revolves around chicken. While the Crispito
were back in Lewiston these days, I might may be the greatest thing since Dumb and
have joined the anti-war rallies in order to Dumber, I think it must be incredibly painful
ensure chicken production would not lose to be one. So I put in some research and
money. Wait, nope, no I wouldn’t do that.
camped out with George, Helen, and Jamie at
Protesters, of course, - - the library. Then I
are aplenty at Bates.
meditated at the chapel
Bobcat icon Jamie
and attended Noonday
Chafel argues that it is
concerts,
holding
not the Crispitos that
hands with Jeff ‘Tare important, but who
bone’ Davis the whole
you eat them with that
time. And, as a result
really matters.
But
of my personal jour¬
anyone who has seen
ney, I have the follow¬
Chafel double fisting
ing information on the
plates of Crispitos dur¬
life of the Chicken
Crispito.
ing Wednesday lunches
To start, a person
understands that even
among the best of
whom I will simply
friends, there is no con- _
_
_ _
refer to as ‘God,’ hand
versation on Crispito
rolls each tortilla with
Day!
the finest chicken from the finest farm in, of
Justine Cohen, defining the term Batesie course, Maine. To ensure freshness, this
with her pair of Nalgene bottles and more ‘God’ must quickly drop each Crispito from a
commentary than Ryan Nadeau at a Beirut place high up that I refer to as ‘heaven.’
table, questions the actual crispiness of the Falling from this ‘heaven’ has to be painful.
Lastly, in the final step of its existence, the
Crispito. Sacrilege? I think so.
Cohen argues that “for something that’s Crispito is quickly devoured by a hungry stu¬
called a Crispito, it’s not crispy. What is that?” dent (me) before it has a chance to really see
Well, Justine, that is part of the fun. the world.
This is cruel and unusual punishment. I
Common’s inconsistency in the cooking of
Crispitos is a wise method aimed at keeping mean, how would you feel if you were
dropped from heaven only to be munched on
the eater on his or her toes.
Some Wednesdays the tortilla is crisper than by me? (No jokes about ex-girlfriends,
Pat Foley after an hour at the tanning salon, please.) My love for Crispitos has come to the
other times they are as soft as the aforemen¬ point that I would actually consider visiting
tioned Foley blitzing A-gap out on the football Bates during breaks in England, just for a bite

Bobcat icon Jamie
Chafel argues that it is
not the Crispitos that are
important, but who you
eat them with that really
matters.

A WEEK IN THE LIFE
by ADAM CROSSMAN
COLUMNIST
It’s March Madness time, where brackets,
grades and those damn winter jackets are all
busted.
Shouldn’t we get time off from classes in
honor of the tournament? Seriously, it’s other
colleges playing during the daytime. We
should be out there watching the games and
commending our fellow student-athletes who
are sacrificing so much to play a game for the
pure joy of it.
Now you may ask, was that last paragraph
for real, or was he just joking?
The day we get a week off to watch the tour¬
ney will be the same day
that Bates offers Turf
Management as a major
and has a special depart¬
ment just to write papers
to keep the water polo
kids on the team.
By the way, Oral
Roberts was no where to
be seen, but the Gonzaga
Bulldogs,
who just
always wait for March to
play their best basketball,
gave Arizona a run for
their money. Obviously
this wouldn’t have helped
my bracket...by this point my sheet has more
holes than the typical lick-it dress.
I wonder what it’s like to play in the NIT.
Here you have a bunch of teams that are play¬
ing in one whole big sham of a tournament,
what's the point.
It's like going to a party on Frye Street with
only kegs of Milwaukee's Best while there's a
party in the village with 10 kegs of Sam Adams
and KY jelly wrestling. Yeah sure the Frye
Street party is fun but that's just because you
weren't invited to the village.
So all I'm saying is the NIT sucks.
As far as the Bates sports scene goes...well
its not really going.
Both the baseball and softball teams are real¬

ly looking forward to playing in the presence of
grass and a field, both crucial elements to their
success. If not, plans are underway to just pick
up the wiffleballs and start the season inside the
cage. Personally I think it would be more fun
if it were wiffleball anyway.
Both the lacrosse teams have had mixed
results so far, with the combined temperature
for both women’s home games equaling the
total number of drinks one needs to actually go
to lick-it and/or the gala.
Speaking of gala, in honor of meat on a stick,
I am starting a new award: the weekly meaton-a-stick award, given to the biggest meathead in sports. This week it goes to Pete Rose,
who is looking to be reinstated into baseball.
He recently put
down $1,000 on 3 to
1 odds that he won’t
get in the Hall of
Fame.
I say double or
nothin’.
Three days after
the Oakland A’s said
they couldn’t resign
Miguel Tejada, the
New York Yankees
called “first dibs”.
Not needing a short¬
stop, they are just
going to sign him to
pine tar bats and
make sure that no other team gets him.
What do the New York Yankees and finals
have in common. They both belong in hell.
Hey, I just want to say that all of the soldiers
fighting in the gulf are in our thoughts.
Whether or not this war is necessary, it is hap¬
pening and no protest or candle-light vigil will
stop it, so just support the troops and bring
them home.
By the way this is my last article for the
school year. Hopefully I won’t get kicked out
and I’ll be writing again next fall.
So sit back and enjoy the strawberry flavored
meatballs. I’m outta here.

The day we get a week
off to watch the NCAA
basketball tourney will be
the same day that Bates
offers Turf Management
as a major.

of the tasty morsel. If flights were a hair
cheaper, I would not be opposed to flying into
Maine the morning of Crispito Day! and leav¬
ing that afternoon with a duffel bag full of
Crispitos. Okay, fine, two duffel bags and a
lipstick mark on my cheek from T-bone.
My love for the wholesome goodness of the
chicken and cheese has come to the point
where I have considered having surgery to
place a second hole in my throat to be used
exclusively for easy Crispito access. No sex
jokes, please, this is serious business.
I would also consider, if the Crispito were
perhaps a little more endowed in the chest
area, a marriage proposal to the Crispito. It
fits my height requirement, as Liz Wanless
points out, (keep giving her hugs) because I
only date short girls. It fits the food require¬
ment to perfection, better than anyone who
cooks French toast or Macaroni and Cheese.
Furthermore, it provides a certain enjoy¬
ment of life, spreading warm happy thoughts
across Bates every Wednesday. You think its
coincidence that Caitlin Miller, Abi Raymond,
a pair of stunning Rand Hall vixens, in addi¬
tion to the lads at Shapiro House, have all their
parties on Wednesdays? Of course not, they
are just celebrating Crispito Day!
Lastly, and most importantly, the Crispito
provides a comforting sense of silence
throughout the day, something I could perhaps
say about Miller and Raymond, but certainly
not about a certain white girl who raps
Eminem in the basement of Rand every night.
Alas, my love for Chicken Crispitos has
reached the point where I would, even as hard
as it seems, write about them in every article.
I have, quite proudly in fact, eaten 13 of
them in the past half hour. I would even go as
far as saying that I’d devote an entire article to
them. But that, of course, would only happen
if my mother says it’s ok.

COLLEGES CONTINUE TO PLAY
PERSPECTIVE
Continued from back page

knowing several Marines currently in
Kuwait. Crenshaw, also, served in the Navy
before college and had a close friend killed in
the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11.
“I was just a little nervous leading up to
President Bush’s 48-hour (deadline), and I
got some e-mails from my friends,”
Crenshaw said. “They told me just to stay
focused, go out and play. Just have a good
time, like I would if the situation wasn’t
going on ... You really can’t focus in on bas¬
ketball too much. Just trying to see what’s
going on in the world and pray for my friends
and family.”
The diversion of sports was kept in per¬
spective by coaches, players and administra¬
tion as well as the media outlets. The
reminders of the war were constant through
news interludes by CBS anchor Dan Rather,
when the games shifted back to CBS.
Rather’s stoic presence gave viewers the lat¬
est updates from Iraq, while more important¬
ly the NCAA basketball games gave some of
our beloved troops moments of diversion, an
escape and distraction from the realities of
war.

mate, that the NCAA is taking “extraordinary
steps to ensure the safety of the athletes and
fans.”
With the commencement of attacks on
Iraq, CBS turned over its NCAA men’s bas¬
ketball tournament coverage to ESPN, devot¬
ing their network to news coverage of the
war in Iraq.
As for the first round of the NCAA basket¬
ball tournament, large decals of red, white
and blue ribbons were placed on the courts to
symbolize the war effort. Moments of silence
were held at various venues, and the war was
on the minds of most players and coaches.
Marquette guard Travis Diener said he
hoped word of his team’s win over Holy
Cross in Indianapolis would give a boost to
his cousin, Army Lt. Derek Diener, who’s
serving as an officer in Iraq. “Hopefully for a
moment I can give him that pleasure, saying
my cousin did this, they won and they’re
moving on,” said Diener, who scored a
career-high 29 points. “So I dedicated this
victory to him.”
“This is a game. We’re fighting to win a
game; they’re fighting for their
lives and our lives,” said Auburn
coach Cliff Ellis. “Anyone out
there who doesn’t have that in
mind doesn’t have it in perspec¬
tive.”
Manhattan
player
Justin
Jackette echoed the same senti¬
ment the war in Iraq.
“A lot of people sometimes
Lewiston/Auburn's Largest Self-Storage Facility
compare playing out on the bas¬
24 Hour Access - 12 Days A Week
ketball court to a war. Then you
suddenly realize it’s a bad com¬
parison,” Jackette said. “There are
• Affordable
some kids overseas who are
• Secure
younger than us. It’s not a game
• Clean & Dry
10 River Road, Lewiston
• Your Room - Your Key
over there. They are risking their
www.easyrentall.com
• Moving Boxes/Supplies
lives to protect our freedom.”
• 5 x 5 to 10 x 30 units
IUPUI player Matt Crenshaw
• Drive Up Access
had an exceptionally heavy heart

(\ EASY ^/
SELF STORAGE

777-5700
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Basketball Takes Backseat and Center Stage
NCAA
Continued from back page

For someone like me who had never watched
major college basketball live and in person, a
few things jump out at you right away just
watching the shoot arounds.
I’ll tell you this much, you get a whole new
appreciation for the amount of skills Carmello
Anthony (Syracuse) has once you’ve seen how
big a guy he is in person (6’8”). You also get a
feel for the ridiculous athleticism of some of
these guys. For example, I myself am about
_ 5’ 10” on a good day,
and Gerry McNamara
(guard from Syracuse)

war and heightened homeland security. There
were in fact several members of the media
coordination team who decided not to show up
because of concerns about security. Some wor¬
ried that the NCAA tournament would be a
potential target for anyone wishing to make a
statement or send a message about the actions
of the United States _
overseas.
The night before was
when the news broke
can’1 bsr,mor® tha,n f1
inch taller than I. In
about the initial strikes
Thursday’s
shoot
against
Iraq.
Throughout the week¬
,“"t
7
I ve ever seen a person
end there were two
get up higher on a dunk
main types of questions
7 ,7
in my life than I saw
that every member of r 7 •
this kld leap He was
the media team had on
their mind. First came,
above the rim a11 right
7
r
The scary part is the
“Any new news about
lOVe for Sports. kid's oniy a freshman!
Iraq?” And second
-:— The fact that he’s a
came questions about freshman also leads
the games that were
right
into
the
next
thing
that jumped out at me,
taking place in other parts of the country. Over
the course of the entire weekend, for every tel¬ I realized how easy it is to forget that these
evision that was tuned into the basketball players are the same age, and many times,
games, there was at least one other television younger than myself or any other student on the
tuned in to war coverage, whether in the media Bates College campus. It’s incredible when you
work room, or courtside at the media tables. think about the amount of scrutiny and pressure
The war was never completely out of anyone’s they’re under, especially when you think of
them at press conferences with reporters put¬
mind.
As for the basketball side of things, the first ting them on the spot about there feelings about
thing that jumps out at anyone working behind the games going on despite the situation in Iraq.
the scenes was the amount of volunteers who It’s a whole other world these guys live in.
Now, I’ll be the first to admit that I am to a
came to help out with this tournament. There
were people from the Boston College Athletic certain extent a dork when it comes to sports
Department of course, but there were also peo¬ and sports personalities. I guess there is just
ple from other parts of the country such as something to be said for watching sports from
Kentucky and Florida, who had experienced the time you were very young and always hav¬
working at a tournament site before, there were ing the same people on camera year in and year
also students from Boston College (as well as a out. So it was cool for me and other sports
couple from Bates) who gave their weekends to enthusiasts to get a chance to meet some of
take part, and finally there were people from those people in person at this type of an event.
The NCAA tournament is saturated with peo¬
the surrounding communities who took time off
work to volunteer and be a part of the “mad¬ ple like John Feinstein who writes for the
Washington Post and has been on ESPN’s The
ness.”
The most remarkable thing may have been Sports Reporters, and Lesley Visser who does
that all of these people seemed eager to be there sideline reporting for CBS as well as some
and seemed genuinely glad to meet their fellow reporting for ESPN programs. Of course there
volunteers. There could be no doubt that each are the guys who have become almost synony¬
and every person there was there because they mous with college basketball, such as Vem
wanted to be there and take part in this event; it Lundquist and Bill Rafferty of CBS’s broad¬
was something that you could feel in the air casting team. The best part is that most are just
even on the days when there weren’t games nice people, they aren’t caught up in the fact
that people recognize them, instead they just
taking place at the Fleet Center.

The atmosphere at an
NCAA tournament venue
is like nothing I’ve ever
seen before. On the court
everyone is just wild, and
behind the scenes are peopie who have a genuine

WEATHER

WLAX

Continued from back page

Continued from back page

down to Hartford,” noted Vandersea. The
team hopes that this will not be the case, but
“we knew what we were getting ourselves
into when we decided to play baseball in
Maine,” adds Vandersea.
Fortunately, Bates home field has proven
resistant over the years when it comes to bad
weather. Built a dozen years ago, the field
between Central Avenue and Merrill
Gymnasium possesses a great drainage sys¬
tem. In addition, no shade ever touches the
field, hastening the melting from the week’s
warm weather.
“A few weeks from now we’ll have to
water that field because it will be so dusty,”
said Vandersea.
For the past few weeks the team has been
forced to avoid that field however, as the last
remaining inches of snow continue to give
way under the sun’s warmth. Practice on the
turf field has had a positive impact on the
team’s preseason. Outdoor pitching has also
helped the team, as the newly cleared visit¬
ing-team bull-pen bordering the baseball
field offers additional space to work.
Depending on this week’s temperatures,
the Bobcats may or may not be required to
reschedule.
“We’re in better shape [with the field] than
we thought we were two weeks ago,”
Vandersea said. “It would be great to play at
home, and Mother Nature is going to take
care of it.”

scored five goals for the Cardinals, leading the
way to victory. Coach Hohlt said of the twin
terrors from Wesleyan, “They are both out¬
standing players, but we didn’t do enough to
slow them down. We didn’t have our strongest
day defensively.”
With a less than enthralling conference
opener the Bobcats will look to correct the mis¬
takes made last week. Hohlt stated, “The laps¬
es we had on defense will be something that we
look to avoid in the next game. Wesleyan is by
far the best team that we have faced so far, and
the speed of the game caught us off guard. I
think that we will look very different in the first
10 minutes of our next contest. It is still very
early in the season and we will be a much bet¬
ter team in the long run for learning from our
mistakes last Thursday.”
That next contest takes place at home
Tuesday against the University of Southern
Maine at 3 p.m. The Bobcats will attempt to
bounce back and atone for their first loss of the
season by taking it to one of their interstate
rivals.
“We want to play with intelligence and
intensity for 60 minutes,” Hohlt said. “Last
year the lady laxers beat up on USM to the tune
of 20-0, and this year they’ll have the added
incentive of coming off of a tough loss, and
dropping their first conference game. They’ll
also want to work out any kinks as they prepare
to hit the road this coming weekend to face
Babson and Amherst.”

love what they do. The same goes for the everyone seems to get behind and everyone
coaches of these famous programs and institu¬ takes pride in the accomplishments of their
tions, like Mike Davis of Indiana. He had to team. The atmosphere at an NCAA tournament
wait a while to get threw Fleet Center security venue is like nothing I’ve ever seen before. On
and while he was waiting he just started talking the court everyone is just wild, and behind the
to the media credentials team and he was a gen¬ scenes are people who have a genuine love for
sports. The NCAA tournament may be the
uinely nice guy.
As the tournament moves on into the second purest, and most exciting annual sporting event
round of games, many local names turn out to that takes place in the world. Anyone who gets
the Fleet Center. People from Massachusetts a chance to be a part of it should go after it.
Well, it’s now time for me to close out with
will probably recognize the names of sportscasters like Bob Lynch and Mike Ratte, and of my top five observations and/or recommenda¬
course Boston Globe Columnists Bob Ryan tions that I came away from Bean Town with
(another one who frequently finds his way on after this past weekend’s events:
5. Pennsylvania forward Ugonna Onyekwe is
ESPN programming) and Jackie MacMullan.
Then you also get guys like Rece Davis from a player. He dropped 30 points on Okie State
Sports Center who come out from Bristol, and they should’ve got it to him more down the
Connecticut, and just enjoy the excitement of stretch. He can flat out play ball.
4. Despite the rivalries and competing
the games. In total over 1,000 press passes were
handed out for the weekend, and still many against each other for positioning in the confer¬
ence, there is a great deal of admiration
requests had to be turned down.
A game during the NCAA tournament has between teams in the Big East conference.
the type of atmosphere that you have to be there After knocking Indiana out of the tournament,
in person for. Aside from the action on the court Pittsburgh players and coaches wished the
there are so many people who have come out to Orangemen luck and urged Syracuse to beat
support each program and no one is willing to Oklahoma State and show them what the Big
accept defeat. There are _ _ East is all about (Big
East has four teams in
plenty of wild fans,
spirited bands, and
the sweet 16).
,
n
, ,7
, ,7
7
3. Sometimes the
cheerleaders shaking
wisest person in the
their cans, all in an
effort to pump their
arena isn t the commentator or the analyst,
team up and spur them
and not the know-it-all
on to victory. I never
fan. Sometimes it may
thought that I would see
be that unexpected
so many fans for a team
spectator, while fans
from New York take
over a Boston venue
nnmrniG were
g°inS crazyinabout
the officials
the
like the Fleet Center,
but the Syracuse fans - Syracuse-Oklahoma
State game, the voice of
did just that.
You also learn first hand that this tournament reason in the arena was a security guard with a
can do some weird things to people. There were heavy Boston accent who pointed out the
numerous grown men and women in the stands Orangemen’s failure to take good shots and
acting like small children throwing temper their inability to stop Oklahoma State’s transi¬
tantrums when calls didn’t go there way. That tion game.
2. As far as recommendations, I have just
alone was a sight to see. One women entered
the arena about as calm and quiet as could be, one: Bates should rent the Indian Band for next
and by half time of the Syracuse game she was year’s Colby game. They kicked ass...we
leading the cheers against the refs, and pointing should also see about getting those dancers
to Oklahoma State’s bench while yelling out a from Syracuse out here too.
passionately, “O-S-U you suck!” College bas¬
And finally, a person would come away from
ketball was definitely taking over everyone in this past weekend at the Fleet Center and know
the arena, even the fans way up at the top of the this if nothing else...
1. Some refs really are that damn bad.
stands were cheering and swaying to the sounds
of the bands. Those were real, and I mean real
fans up there.
College basketball is one of those things that

I realized how easy it is
to forget that these players are the same age, and
many times, younger than
myself or any other student on the Bates College
campus.

BATES COLLEGE TENNIS RESULTS
Women
Brandeis 6, Bates 3
SINGLES
#1) Jane Chae (BRAN) def. Tara DeVito (BAT), 6-4, 6-3
#2) Abby Lemer (BRAN) def. Kelsey Evans (BAT), 6-1, 6-0
#3) Shani Reich (BRAN) def. Liz Currie (BAT), 6-1, 6-4
#4) Heather Bracken (BAT) def. Katie Albert (BRAN), 6-7 (5), 6-2, (10-4)*
#5) Ora Wexler (BRAN) def. Lindsay Yost (BAT), 6-4, 6-2
#6) Diana Wilkinson (BAT) def. Sarah Zonenshine (BRAN), 6-1, 6-3
* third-set super tiebreaker
DOUBLES
#1) Chae/Vera Chen (BRAN) def. Yost/Bracken (BAT), 8-2
#2) Lemer/Reich (BRAN) def. DeVito/Currie (BAT), 8-3
#3) Evans/Wilkinson (BAT) def. Wexler/Albert (BRAN), 8-2
Men
Bates 5, Brandeis 1
SINGLES
#1) Alex MacDonald (BAT) def. Tomas Wallenberg (BRAN), 6-3, 6-3
#2) Brett Carty (BAT) def. David Block (BRAN), 6-2, 6-3
#3) Sam Duvall (BAT) def. Yehuda Hausman (BRAN), 6-0, 6-4
#4) Alan Berk (BRAN) def. Dave Meyer (BAT), 7-6 (3), 7-5
#5) Blake Wayman (BAT) def. Chris Hersel (BRAN), 6-1, 6-1
#6) Tristan Beach (BAT) def. Hart Comess-Daniels (BRAN), 7-5, 6-3
DOUBLES
Doubles matches were not played due to darkness

BOBCAT OF THE WEEK
Pete Friedman
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Examining Sports
During Complex Times

‘The lapses we had on defense will be something that we look to avoid in the next game. Wesleyan is by far
the best team that we have faced so far, and the speed of the game caught us off guard. ’
-Women s Lacrosse Coach Wynn Hohlt

by JOHN KATSARIKAS

by LYNN WORTHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER
Diversion, escapism and distraction are
terms usually associated with sports in
respect to issues of greater importance. This
time around, the issue was of the utmost
importance, considering the eminent threat
and outbreak of war in Iraq. President
George W. Bush declared a forty-eight hour
ultimatum to Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein
to leave Iraq or face military conflict. When
that time period came and went, America
went to war.
On the home front, and because basketball
pales in comparison when it comes to mat¬
ters of life and death, NCAA president Miles
Brand was faced the decision to postpone the
NCAA basketball tournaments, play on as
usual or even cancel one the biggest sporting
events of the year.
Brand consulted Homeland Security
Secretary Tom Ridge and members of the
NCAA’s governing bodies before deciding to
play the games.
“We are also concerned that life go on as
normal,” Brand said. “We see no reason,
after consulting with Secretary Ridge, to
make any alterations to our plan.”
Brand kept open the possibility of recon¬
sidering, if any unforeseeable threats emerge
in coming days, of what to do with the tour¬
nament. Also, he mentioned because of the
current high terror homeland security cli-

The previously undefeated Bates women’s
lacrosse team hit its first bump in the road this
past week, as the Cardinals of Wesleyan
University came into town and handed the
Bobcats their first defeat of the season, 15-9.
The Cardinals jumped on top early, wasting
no time in putting the Bobcats back on their
heels. Martina McPherson scored the first goal
of the game after only 55 seconds of game had
been played. Three minutes after that first goal,
Vanessa Jones received a pass from Rebecca
Vogel and turned it into a 2-0 lead for
Wesleyan.
The Bobcats would finally get on the scoreboard with a goal from Carrie Smith about 10
minutes into the game, but by that point the
Bobcats still trailed 4-1.
The two sides then traded scores, starting
with Becky Castles goal, which Wesleyan’s
Vanessa Jones answered with a goal of her
own. Those two goals were followed by a goal
from Carrie Smith, but Rebecca Vogel
answered with a goal to make the score 6-3 in
favor of the Cardinals. Bates then mounted a
run going into the half with three straight unan¬
swered goals from Samara Khalique, Katie
Carroll, and Erin Culbreth to knot things up at
six goals a piece.
Within the first seven and a half minutes of
the second half, Wesleyan pulled out of reach,
scoring five goals to make the score 11-6. The
Bobcats put three more goals up in the final 12

See PERSPECTIVE, p. 14

Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

Women’s lacrosse suffered its first defeat, falling to Wesleyan 15-9.
minutes behind the efforts of Stacy Counter and
Katie Carroll, but that would not be enough, as
Wesleyan also put up four more goals in that
same time, making the final score 15-9.
Senior Stacy Counter, junior Carrie Smith,
and sophomore Katie Carroll all scored two
goals a piece. Samara Khalique, Becky Castle,
and Erin Culbreth each registered goals for the
Lady Bobcats. Liz McNamara made 12 saves
while facing 27 shots on goal. Wesleyan had
the Bobcats playing catch up for most of the

MEN’S LACROSSE EDGED OUT

A Behind the Scenes
Look at the NCAA
Basketball Tournament

Athletic Conference game against the
Cardinals of Wesleyan College. In a late after¬
STAFF WRITER
noon game in West Haven, Conn, on March 22,
On Tuesday, March 18th, the Bates men’s the Bobcats fell behind 4-0 and were forced to
lacrosse team hosted Gordon College for its play catch up for the remainder of the after¬
fourth regular-season, non-conference game of noon.
the year. Within the friendly confines of the
“It is tough to start the game down four
Morgan McDuffee Memorial Field, the goals. We played a great rest of the game, but
Bobcats put on their most dominating perform¬ it was tough playing from behind for three
ance of the year, downing the Fighting Scots quarters,” commented quad captain Tom
13-8.
Sheridan.
The Bobcats were lead
For the last three quar¬
by sophomore attack man
ters, the men played good
Pete Friedman, who was
enough lacrosse to win and
nearly unstoppable, scor¬
had a great opportunity to
ing five goals, three of
send the game into over¬
which were on man-up
time in the final minute.
advantages.
Following a goal by senior
“Pete has the ability to
quad
captain,
Jeff
be a great goal scorer and
Critchlow that pulled the
he really Shined on
Bobcats within one, 7-6,
Tuesday
afternoon,”
the men had one last
noted assistant coach Jack
ditched effort to win.
Sandler.
Critchlow’s fellow cap¬
The Bobcat offense
tain and classmate, Jon
also got two key perform¬
Fador, who lead the team
ances from juniors Pete
with two goals in the
Fedullo
and
Chris
game, one to open the
Eckhoff. Both Fedullo
Bobcats scoring and anoth¬
and Eckhoff each had two
er in the fourth, blast a shot
goals, while another one
but missed just high of the
of their classmates, Brad
crossbar. Then as the hom
Frost, lead the team with
sounded,
Critchlow
Chris Eckhoff in action.
three assists.
launched a shot from the
The Bates men added
same spot as Fador, but was denied by
to the explosive offense with another solid per¬ Wesleyan’s Matt Wheeler.
formance from the defense, which allowed
“The last twenty seconds, we went man up,
three late fourth-quarter goals with the reserves and I took a shot that went over the goal and
on the field.
then in the last ten seconds Critch had a shot,
Despite the quality of the win, the game was but the goalie made a great save. We were dev¬
marred by sporadic let downs, the first of astated at the outcome, but knew we laid it all
which came at the end of the half. Leading 6- on the line,” said Fador.
2 with 3:23 remaining in the first half, the
The Bobcats can’t let the loss linger for long
Bobcats allowed two quick goals.
however, as they will play host to Plymouth
A similar lull marked the beginning of the State Tuesday night before traveling to
men’s fourth New England Small College Springfield College on Saturday.

by PAT BOYAGGI

by LYNN WORTHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
March means basketball. That’s just the way
that it is. There are no if ands or buts. You can’t
have one without the other. I have the task of
presenting the “Madness” of March in a unique
way. This past weekend I was involved in the

There are plenty of wild
fans, spirited hands and
cheerleaders shaking their
cans, all in an effort to
pump their team up and
spur them on to victory.

See NCAA, p. 15

LEWISTON, MAINE

Bobcats Drop NESCAC Contest

PERSPECTIVE:

men’s basketball NCAA tournament at the
Fleet Center as a member of the media coordi¬
nation team for the opening and second round
games, which was hosted by Boston College.
Here’s an inside look the madness from an all
access vantage point.
Thursday is the day that the Fleet Center
welcomes its participating schools and the
media for team shoot arounds and practices,
Each team has two mandatory press conferences for players and for the head coach. The
media coordination team has to be on site early
in the morning to ensure that everything is set
up from media guides, to credentials, to seating
charts for the various media outlets.
Everyone arrives at the Fleet Center amidst a
flurry of anxiety. Leading up to the toumament’s start there had been some question as to
whether the games would go on in the face of

SWIMMING ACCOLADES
All-America Awards
page 13
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game and it proved to be too much for Bates to
overcome. Wesleyan came out on fire and dic¬
tated the pace early on.
“We had a little trouble getting our feet mov¬
ing in the first few minute, which gave them a
distinct advantage. Once we tightened things
up we were able gain some ground on them,”
Bates coach Wynn Hohlt commented.
Rebecca Vogel and Martina McPherson each
See WLAX, p. 15

Baseball Team Looks
For Snow to Melt,
Season to Begin
by DAN MAXWELL
STAFF WRITER
As the warm spring sun slowly returns
after a season of rough winter cold, the
thinning layer of snow blanketing the
baseball field gradually disappears.
Bates baseball head coach Craig
Vandersea has become optimistic with the
recent change in weather, a change that
will determine whether or not the baseball
field will be ready for use in time for the
season.
The team’s first home game looms ever
nearer when the University of Maine at
Farmington team will drive south to meet
Bates for next Tuesday’s showdown.
“Close teams that are only an hour away
like Farmington can be moved easily at the
last minute,” said Vandersea.
However, conference games bear the
most importance for the team; the results
of the NESCAC’s Eastern Division games
will determine whether or not the Bobcats
see postseason play. Bowdoin, Colby,
Trinity and Tufts, therefore, stand as
Bates’ most important competitors. The
Bobcats are scheduled to play a total of
twelve games against these four division
rivals.
The first NESCAC bout, also a division
game, is scheduled to take place this com¬
ing weekend at Tufts. The big worry on
the minds of coaches and players at Bates,
however, is the condition of the field for
upcoming conference play when the
Trinity Bantams are expected to make the
trip to Lewiston, April 1.
“We’re really hoping we get the Trinity
games in next week or else we’ll be going
See WEATHER, p. 15

